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Dissertation Abstract
San Francisco Bay Area school districts contracted with California Public Employees’
Retirement system (CalPERS) and the impact of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act of 2010
This qualitative study examined the impact of high cost CalPERS medical plans
on the participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax, the types of
administrative action the participants have taken to comply with the mandated reporting
to the IRS, and the types of administrative measures the participants have taken to
comply with the offer of coverage to employees working a minimum of 30 hours per
week. The theoretical framework used was Organizational Readiness for Change theory
because its premise is to analyze new changes in an organization.
This study employed semi structured interviews of 6 San Francisco Bay Area
school districts. The participants were school leaders that were responsible for the ACA
mandate in their organization. The study found that the ACA will bring additional
administrative costs to their organizations and their employees. The study found
accountability to implement the ACA mandate was an issue for some of the school
districts. The study found that there was confusion surrounding Form 1095-C and
reporting to the IRS. Finally, 4 San Francisco Bay Area school districts shared their
attitudes and perceptions of the ACA mandate.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act’s (ACA) key provisions have an
unintentional impact on U.S. school districts and higher education (Chen, 2014). For the
majority of employers, these mandates make it difficult for employers to hire and retain a
labor force and cause administrative complications for employers due to the many
requirements articulated in the law (Chen, 2014). Historically, employer sponsored
medical insurance has been optional for employers to provide to their employees as well
as optional for employees to enroll in a health plan (Chen, 2014). The ACA now makes
medical enrollment mandatory for all Americans that previously had the option to decline
employer-sponsored coverage. These new requirements are having an unintentional effect
on nearly 2.3 million low-wage workers.
For the educational system’s, 225,000 school district, community college, and
university employees, ACA required mandates have led to reduced workloads, with many
of them working less than full time (Chen, 2014). Indeed, over 100 school districts across
the country have taken administrative action to combat ACA’s employer mandates by
eliminating hours worked and outsourcing jobs (Abutaleb, 2013; Chen, 2014; Graham;
2013; MacDonald, 2013; Randall, 2014). In doing so, school districts have reduced the
workload of cafeteria staff, bus drivers, and paraprofessionals to avoid the federal
mandates provisions (Chen, 2014).
While the focus of this dissertation was the impact of the ACA on K-12 school
districts, evidence of the unintended consequences of these new mandates is evident
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among institutions of higher education (Chen, 2014). Because the ACA requires higher
education institutions to offer medical coverage to employees working 30 hours per week
or more, colleges across the country have limited the amount of hour’s part-time and
adjunct faculty can teach inside the classroom (Chen, 2014; Wilhelm, 2013). This is
problematic because part-time and adjunct instructors make up most of the instructional
staff in U.S. colleges, which currently stand at approximately 226,889 (American
Federation of Teachers, 2015; Wilhelm, 2013). Positions impacted include maintenance
staff, adjunct professors, part-time professors, and clerical staff (Chen, 2014; Draplin,
2014). Administratively, it is difficult to calculate how many hours a part-time instructor
works because they are paid on how many units they teach and not by the hour (Wilhelm,
2013). The American Federation Teachers organization lists thirty-nine community
colleges and universities making cuts to their adjunct faculty.
Background and Need for the Study
The California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) was established
in 1932 to serve California’s public servants (CalPERS, 2016). The CalPERS agency
administers retirement pensions and health benefits for employees in the California
public sector. Over the last eighty years, CalPERS has become the largest public pension
fund in the United States managing nearly two million retirement accounts (CalPERS,
2016). In addition, CalPERS is the largest public employer medical insurer in the state of
California-insuring 1.4 million public employees-and the second largest employer
medical insurer in the United States following the federal government (CalPERS, 2015).
For the purpose of this study, it focuses on CalPERS contracted medical plans with their
agency and not other services they offer to public employers. CalPERS contracts with
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1,423 school districts which encompasses 687,117 school employees in the state of
California. The cost of medical premiums continues to rise for California government
organizations contracted with CalPERS (Heath, Lapka, Ntshaykolo, & Poland, 2012).
Moreover, medical premiums are expected to double by 2022 for California public
employees in a CalPERS health plan (Heath, Lapka, Ntshaykolo, & Poland, 2012). This
increase in medical premiums is partly due to the state grouping together public
employees in a “risk pool” which examines the overall health of the entire group. The
intent of this grouping is to help people become medically insured in a group health plan.
Prior to the implementation of the ACA’s mandates, pre-existing conditions prevented
individuals from becoming medically insured on their own. Another reason for the
increase is a result of enrollments in expensive medical plans that provide generous
coverage. However, by providing only “rich benefit” (CalPERS, 2015) plans through the
CalPERS agency poses a problem for San Francisco Bay Area school districts because
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) (2010) imposes new health care
reform regulations mandating employers and insurance carriers to provide employees
affordable, equitable, and quality medical coverage or pay a penalty.
Under the Internal Revenue Services (IRS) tax code §4980H (Legal Information
Institute, 2015), there are two potential penalties involved for large employers with over
50 employees in their organization that can potentially occur every calendar year. First,
the ACA requires large employers to provide minimum essential coverage and, second, to
ensure the medical plan is affordable to their employees. Minimum essential coverage
requires that medical plans cover at least 60 percent of medical service costs. The ACA
further specifies that full-time employees – those working 30 hours or more will not pay
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more than 9.5 percent of their household income. For employers failing to offer minimum
essential coverage to 95 percent if their full time employees, the first penalty imposes a
$2,000 fee per employee. The San Francisco Bay Area region is home to some of the
most expensive medical plans in California (CalPERS, 2016) and it is anticipated that
Northern California employers will likely incur severe penalties for their medical plans
(Keenan, 2015) (see Table 1). Even though San Francisco Bay Area school districts
offering rich benefit plans through the CalPERS agency will meet the minimum essential
coverage provision, they will struggle with the affordability clause because employers
can not determine affordability. Employers will not know an employee’s household
income and what their employees’ report to the IRS. Should an employee enroll in
Covered California and qualify for a tax credit based on their household income, the
employer will incur a second penalty of $3,000 for that one enrolled employee.
Table 1
2016 San Francisco Bay Area Medical Rates (CalPERS, 2016)
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Starting in 2020, the ACA will impose a 40 percent tax penalty on large
employers should their employees pay more than the annual limit of $10,200 for a single
person and $27,500 for family coverage. For example, if a single employee pays
$12,194.16 the employer would be charged a 40 percent tax on $1,994.16, which is the
difference between the amount paid and the imposed limit (see Table 2). Given the high
cost medical plans currently being offered, and the number of employees, it is expected
that this penalty will generate approximately $80 billion in revenue for the United States
over the next decade (CalPERS, 2015).
Table 2
Annual Cadillac Tax Blue Shield of CA Access + HMO used as an example for High Cost
Medical Premiums Per Employee
Employee cannot pay more than

$10,200

If Employee pays

$12,194.16

IRS taxes 40% on difference

$1,994.16

Employer owes IRS

$797.66

The “Cadillac Tax” will significantly impact the San Francisco Bay Area school
districts because those employees’ enrolled in high cost plans are not compliant with the
ACA. Presently, all CalPERS medical plans meet the “minimum essential coverage”
requirement; however, the high cost of the plans have jeopardized public employers’
ability to recruit and retain their workforce (CalPERS, 2015). Despite the growing
concerns by public employers, CalPERS has indicated they will not provide higher
deductible plans that are comparable to those offered by Covered California. Though
such an action would make the plans less expensive for both employer and employee.
CalPERS believes it is unfair to make employees pay for 40 percent of their medical bills
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should they reduce their current benefit coverage. Public agencies will need to determine
affordability based on their current high cost plans.
Another component of the ACA is Internal Revenue Services tax code §6055 and
§6056 (Legal Information Institute, 2015), which requires large group employers to
furnish tax forms (1095-C) to their employees and insurance carriers are required to
provide tax forms (1095-B) to all subscribers and their dependents reflecting enrollment
and coverage. The data from these forms are provided to the IRS and details employers
offer and affordability of medical coverage. Employers who fail to comply with the
reporting requirements will be subject to the general reporting penalty provisions for
failure to file correct information returns and failure to provide correct employee
statements. According to the IRS, the penalty for failure to report is $250 for each
employee. The total penalty imposed for all missing data during a calendar year cannot
exceed $3,000,000 (IRS, 2016).
For those employers that do not make the necessary changes to be compliant with
ACA mandates, the IRS posted payment collection procedures on their website. The IRS
will notify employers if employees within their organization enrolled in Covered
California and received a federal subsidy for their monthly medical premium. The notice
sent out to employers will outline the dollar amount for being non-compliant and
employers will have an opportunity to appeal the penalties to the IRS before making a
payment. According to the IRS website,
The contact for a given calendar year will not occur until after the due date for
employees to file individual tax returns for that year claiming premium tax credits
and after the due date for applicable large employers to file the information
returns identifying their full-time employees and describing the coverage that was
offered (if any).
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The deadline was extended in 2016 for employer reporting until June 30. After this date
and reporting for large group employers is complete, the IRS will determine if the
employer is responsible for the penalties and request payment. The IRS is providing relief
to those large employers that reports in good faith despite having errors or incomplete
information in their data.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to better understand how school districts in the San
Francisco Bay Area, that offer high cost medical plans through CalPERS are responding
to mandates in the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Given that many public institutions are
taking administrative action that are impacting employees, it is imperative to conduct
new research that will examine the ways in which school systems have and/or are
meeting the requirements of the ACA. To date, there is little research focused on how
school districts, specifically school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area, are
implementing the ACA’s employer shared responsibility.
This research study seeks to inform California Policy makers and educational
leaders of the employer shared responsibility of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (2010) and how school districts in San Francisco Bay Area are responding to
the federal mandate.
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The Following research questions guided this study.
Research Questions
Research Question 1: To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans having an impact on
the participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
Research Question 2: What types of administrative action have the participants taken to
comply with the mandated reporting to the IRS?
Research Question 3: What types of administrative measures have the participants taken
to comply with the offer of coverage to employees working a minimum of 30
hours per week?
Theoretical Framework
Organizational Readiness for Change theory provides a useful prototype to
understand the experiences of San Francisco Bay Area school districts with the ACA.
Wiener, Amick, and Lee (2008) define Organizational Readiness for Change Theory as,
The extent to which organizational members are psychologically and behaviorally
prepared to implement organizational change. Readiness is thought to be a critical
precursor to successful organizational change because organizational members
seek to maintain a state of affairs that provides them a sense of psychological
safety, control, and identity. (p. 381-382)
Organizational Readiness for Change Theory draws mainly from the medical field and
has been used in human relations, organizational and behavioral sciences. Organizational
Readiness for Change Theory’s premise is to analyze, deconstruct and better understand
an organization's’ capability of managing change (Cunningham, Woodward, Shannon,
MacIntosh, Lendrum, Rosenbloom, & Brown, 2002; Eby, Adams, Russell, & Gaby,
2010; Lehman, Greener, & Simpson, 2002; Weiner, Amick, & Lee, 2008; Weiner, 2009).
Weiner et al. (2008) refer to organizational change as a shift from the way the
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organization currently operates and rearranging the organization so that it functions
differently from where it started.
One of the founding theorists of Change Management was German-American
Kurt Lewin (Lewin, 1951). He developed organizational change theory as a three step
process. The framework for Lewin’s Change Theory was to unfreeze, change, and refreeze behaviors in organizational change. Essentially, his framework was designed to
change current behavior in an organization, create new behavior, and reinforce the new
behavior. Since his 1951 publication titled, “Field theory in social science: selected
theoretical papers” scholars have intellectualized and expanded upon change theory
(Armenakis & Bedeian, 1999; Cunningham, Woodward, Shannon, MacIntosh, Lendrum,
Rosenbloom, & Brown, 2002; Eby, Adams, Russell, & Gaby, 2010; Holt, Archilles,
Armenakis, Field, & Harris, 2007; Lehman, Greener, & Simpson, 2002; Weiner, Amick,
& Lee, 2008; Weiner, 2009; Weiner, Amick, and Lee, 2008). Weiner et al. (2008)
contend that some of the modifications in an organization can be (1) an adjustment in the
attitude and perceptions of the people within the organization, (2) the members’ skills and
knowledge in an organization, (3) the external factors, resources and time of the
organization, and (4) the motivation and rewards for members to implement change in an
organization.
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Figure 1
Organizational Readiness for Change Theory Model (Weiner et al., 2008)

Change Valence:
Adjustment in attitudes and
perceptions of members

Contextual Factors:
Resources and time of the
organization

Change Related Effort:

Organizational
Readiness for Change
Theory

The motivation of members
in an organization

Change Efficacy:
Skills and knowledge of
members

The visual model highlights the four areas that form the basis of Organizational
Readiness for Change Theory. Weiner et al. (2008) contend that surveys are the best form
of instrumentation to measure Organizational Readiness for Change Theory. In addition,
Weiner et al. (2008) recommend only interviewing those members in an organization
responsible for the implementation of the change. For the purpose of this study, all four
components are used to examine the 6 San Francisco Bay Area school districts and the
impact of ACA.
Change valence (Weiner et al., 2008), which is focused on the organization's
member’s attitudes towards the change presented to them. Members have to determine if
the proposed change is important enough to implement the change. The attitudes, feelings
and perceptions of school leaders regarding the proposed mandates of the ACA are
lacking from mainstream literature. Therefore, it is important to understand the attitudes
of educational leaders about the ACA mandates.
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The second component is change efficacy (Weiner et al., 2008). Members of the
organization determine how big the project is and decide if they are equipped with the
necessary skills to apply the change, and if they are capable of properly implementing the
change within the organization. In addition, members of the organization determine if
there are available resources and enough time to successfully implement the task.
Resources are limited for school districts and school administrators are taking action to
implement health care changes to their organization (Chen, 2014). Questions from the
interviews will examine this stage in the Organizational Readiness for Change Theory
process.
The third component, contextual factors within an organization (Weiner et al.,
2008), focuses on the role culture plays impacting change. Members will draw on past
organizational change experiences and determine if past change efforts were beneficial
went unnoticed within the organization. The culture of the organization is a big predictor
for how members will respond to future organizational change. The federal mandate is
changing health care in the United States, school administrators will need to work
differently to meet the reporting requirements of ACA. Therefore, this study seeks to
examine the types of changes each school district has undergone due to the federal
mandate employer share responsibility.
The last component of organizational change readiness is change related effort
(Weiner et al., 2008). Members of an organization have the ability to implement change
effectively when they are motivated to complete the project. That is, members will go
above and beyond their job descriptions to successfully implement the proposed change
within the organization.
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In contrast, members that are not motivated do not successfully implement change
within the organization as they may feel that it is not part of their assigned duties and
implementing the change is considered a burden. The ACA is mandating large employers
make changes to benefits in their organization. It is unclear if San Francisco Bay Area
school districts will choose to comply with the federal mandate or accept the penalties.
Limitations of the Study
The major limitation the researcher encountered was the limited research that
existed on ACA. There are not enough empirical studies that exist surrounding ACA and
the impact on the educational system in the United States. The federal mandate is
relatively new to the United States and more research needs to be conducted on the
experiences of school districts in the United States. Second, the researcher recognizes his
biases towards the research topic. Professionally, the researcher works in a K-12
educational setting and manages the federal mandate for his organization. Third, it is not
known who is responsible for ACA reporting in each school district of the San Francisco
Bay Area region. Responsibilities of ACA reporting could vary across each school
district.
Delimitations of the Study
The primary delimitation of this study was the researcher’s focus on school
districts in the San Francisco Bay Area. An expansion of this focus to other regions
would have resulted in too broad an area for research. Thus, it was determined that a
narrowed search would allow for an in-depth examination on a critical area of research
that is currently lacking in the literature. In addition, the qualitative focus of the study
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will bring awareness as to how six San Francisco Bay Area school districts, has and/or
are meeting the requirements of the ACA.
Significance of the Study
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is a national federal mandate that
is having an unintentional impact on public employers, including school districts, higher
education, and educational prospects (Chen, 2014). Limited research exists to document
the experiences of school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area that offer high cost
medical plans to their employees as they are not exempt from the health care reform
policy. With over 1.6 million people enrolled in high cost medical benefits through the
California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS, 2015), the San Francisco
Bay Area region is the most expensive. It is anticipated that the Northern California
region will be hit the hardest by the ACA’s mandates (Keenan, 2016). Therefore, due to
the lack of information is this area, this study contributes empirical evidence and
knowledge to the body of literature.
When the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act became federal law on
March 23, 2010, President Barack Obama stated,
Today, after almost a century of trying; today, after over a year of debate; today,
after all the votes have been tallied –- health insurance reform becomes law in the
United States of America…the bill I’m signing will set in motion reforms that
generations of Americans have fought for, and marched for, and hungered to see.
It will take four years to implement fully many of these reforms, because we need
to implement them responsibly. We need to get this right. But a host of
desperately needed reforms will take effect right away.
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When the applause of President Obama’s historic healthcare reform speech
quieted down, the reality of implementation set in across the United States.
Scores of school districts in the U.S. were confronted with the challenge of
implementing reform. This is the experiences of six school districts in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

The purpose of this study was to better understand how school districts in the San
Francisco Bay Area, that offer high cost medical plans through CalPERS are responding
to mandates in the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Given that many public institutions are
taking administrative action that are impacting employees, it is imperative to conduct
new research that will examine the ways in which school systems have and/or are
implementing the requirements of the ACA.
The findings from this study will benefit school districts and school district
employees in the United States. Moreover, this study will serve as a future reference for
researchers examining ACA and the impact of high cost medical plans for employers.
This study will be beneficial because it will be informational for school leaders and
policy makers.
Definition of Terms
The following list of key definitions are terms used in the federal mandate.


Affordable: Under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010), an
“affordable” medical plan is one where employees pay less than 9.5% of their
household income. If an employee pays more than 9.5% of their household
income with the employer contribution, the plan is deemed unaffordable.
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American Fidelity: American Fidelity was founded in 1960 and is a third party
administrator for over 1 million customers in 49 states and 23 countries.
American Fidelity administers and manages employee supplemental benefits such
as disability insurance, life insurance, flexible spending accounts for employees in
the sectors of education, automobile, healthcare, and government agencies. In
addition, they assist employers with compliance issues such as the requirements
from the ACA mandates (American Fidelity, 2016).



Cadillac Tax: The Cadillac Tax is a key provision that imposes a 40% tax on high
cost medical plans for employees’ monthly premiums exceeding $10,200 a year
for an individual and $27,500 a year for a family.



Employer Shared Responsibility: This is also known as the “employer mandate”
portion of the federal policy. Initially, employers had until January 2015 to
implement the employer mandate of the law, however, it was pushed back until
January 2016 to allow employers more time to prepare for the mandate.
Employers have to decide if they are going to comply with the employer mandate
or choose to pay the penalties should they not comply with the mandate.



Form 1095-A: The health exchange such as Covered California sends this form to
individuals who enrolled in coverage there, with information about the coverage,
who was covered, and when.

•

Form 1095-B: Health insurance carriers send this form to subscribers they cover,
dependents they cover and effective coverage dates.

•

Form 1095-C: Large group employers furnish this form to benefit eligible
employees regarding offer of coverage, affordability and duration of coverage.
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FTE: This term means full time equivalent and the mandate refers to a full time
employee working a minimum of 30 hours per week.



IRS: This is an acronym which represents the Internal Revenue Service.



Keenan and Associate: Keenan and Associates are the largest broker for
California school districts and works with many school districts in Northern
California.



Large Employer: Under the federal mandate, a ‘‘large employer’’ is one that
employs 50 or more employees in a calendar year.



Look-back Measurement Method: Employers have the option to use the 2015
calendar year (January-December) to determine if their part-time employees are
eligible for benefits. To determine their benefit eligibility, part-time employees
must work a minimum of 30 hours per week for the entire calendar year.



Minimum Essential Coverage: A large employer must offer medical coverage to
at least 70% of their full time employees working a minimum of 30 hours per
week.



Minimum Value: For a medical plan to be considered to hold “minimum value,”
the medical plan must cover at least 60 percent of the medical services an
individual receives.



Penalty: A penalty is considered to be a reprimand when breaking the law, a rule,
or contract.
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Summary
Chapter 1 of this study delineated the research problem, provided a brief overview
of how school districts have experienced the employer shared responsibility of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010). In addition, the chapter outlined the
significance of the study and described the theoretical framework guiding the study. Key
components of the study, including the importance of the population, the research
questions posed, and key terms associated with the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (2010) were defined.
Chapter II provided a historical overview of health care reform in the United
States, which is necessary to provide the context for how the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (2010) became law. In addition, Chapter II reviewed the literature to
further delineate the experiences of organizations in implementing the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (2010) as it relates to Organizational Readiness for Change
Theory.
Chapter III describes the methodology of the study. Qualitative research was used
for this study with semi-structured interviews to help answer the proposed questions. This
chapter has the questions to be investigated by the researcher and the research process.
Chapter IV documents the findings from the semi-structured interviews. Lastly, chapter
V discusses the conclusion, implications, and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
To date, there is little research focused on how school districts, specifically school
districts in the San Francisco Bay Area, are implementing the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act’s (ACA, 2010) employer shared responsibility. It is therefore
imperative to explore the existing literature to help understand which school systems
have and/or are meeting the requirements of the ACA and the impact those administrative
actions are having on personnel. To lay the foundation, this chapter presents the
following sections: (a) brief overview of health care reform, (b) legal background of the
ACA, (c) impact of the ACA on U.S. School Districts, (d) impact of the ACA on U.S.
Community Colleges, (e) impact of the ACA on U.S. Universities (f) ACA impact on
other industries (g) summary of the the evolution and enactment of the ACA.
Brief Overview of Health Care Reform
Significant inequities in the delivery and cost of health care in the United States
have made access to care prohibitive for marginalized communities (Jost, 2012).
Historically, individuals from similar tax brackets often encountered different costs when
paying out of pocket for medical procedures. Low-income and communities of color too
often were at greater risk of receiving insufficient medical attention (Jost, 2012). Given
these inequities, Anthem Blue Cross emerged as the first major medical insurance carrier
in the United States in 1932 with Blue Shield following in 1939 (Jost, 2012). By the
middle of the twentieth century, these two insurance carriers simultaneously insured 50%
of the country’s population (Jost, 2012).
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Political leaders have long understood the need to contain medical costs and
provide better health care coverage in the United States (Blendon, Brodie, & Benson,
1995; Hoffman, 2008; Jost, 2012) Past presidents, including Roosevelt, Truman,
Kennedy, and Clinton have attempted to implement changes to the United States health
care industry (Hoffman, 2008).
President Roosevelt’s New Deal originally intended to provide health care to
states, however, the plan was omitted before it was passed in 1934 (Hoffman, 2008).
According to Hoffman (2008), President Roosevelt excluded healthcare reform from his
New Deal agenda was because he feared backlash from the American Medical
Association. Proponents of the healthcare reform portion of the New Deal agenda were
not successful with building relationships with grassroots social activists and healthcare
reform was not able to gain popularity with Americans. The Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill
introduced in 1943 (Hoffman, 2008), during President Truman’s administration, had
support the support of President Truman and sought to provide universal health coverage
in the United States (Hoffman, 2008). This bill, which would have provided national
health coverage via taxes paid through social security, did not pass because union leaders
and health care reformers believed they did not need to mobilize with union workers for
the passage of the bill. Union leaders’ biggest downfall was thinking they did not need
the support of their own union employees’ and it never gained momentum (Hoffman,
2008).
Medicare, which was enacted in 1965, was inspired by President Kennedy’s
administration who helped initiate the passage. According to Reynolds (1997), the Civil
Rights movement in the 1960s played a key role with the passage of Medicare. African
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Americans were still being prevented from receiving medical services in the 1960s
(Reynolds, 1997). Civil rights activists discussed the racist practices of the healthcare
industry that were occurring in the United States with President Kennedy’s White House
administrators. This posed a problem because many hospitals were funded by tax payer
dollars. President Kennedy’s administrative researched federal programs that practiced
racism to eradicate those programs from practicing discrimination by his executive order
(Reynolds, 1997). According to Reynolds, after President Johnson signed the 1964 Civil
Rights Act into law, it assured the passage of Medicare to help seniors obtain medical
insurance at a much lower rate and it required over 7000 hospitals to be regulated by the
Civil Rights Act which prevented discriminatory practices for people of color (Hoffman,
2008; Reynolds, 1997).
The last serious attempt to reform health care occurred during President Clinton’s
administration. President Clinton proposed the Health Security Act which the main
premise of the healthcare reform proposal was universal healthcare for all Americans
(Operlander, 2007; Zelman, 1994). The Clinton administration appointed Hillary Clinton
to lead the Health Care Task Force. According to Zelman (1994), the proposal included
cost containment, more freedom of choices for consumers, better health plans, health
plans written to understand easier, and responsibility. The Health Security Act would be
funded by employers and individuals (Zelman, 1994). According to Zelman (1994),
employers with over 5,000 employees would be required to pay 80 percent of the health
care premiums and employees’ would be responsible for the remainder of the costs. The
Health Security Act was not successful because the Clinton administration was met with
criticism from The National Federation of Independent Business, The Health Insurance
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Association of America, and congressional Republicans (Operlander, 2007). In addition
to this, according to Operlander (2007) the Health Security Act was unsuccessful because
the American people did not understand the complexity of the proposal and did not trust
the proposed policy (Blendon, Brodie, & Benson, 1995).
President Obama, unlike his predecessors, was able to shepherd the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) through a divided Congress. The intention
behind ACA was positive as it was supposed to have been viewed as universal health
care coverage in the U.S. (Parento & Gostin, 2013). The premise behind ACA was to
expand health care, make it more affordable for Americans, improve the quality of health
care, and improve the overall health for all Americans (Clark, 2013; Parento & Gostin,
2013). The federal mandate holds insurance carriers accountable by forcing them to
approve and enroll the sick - no longer can insurance carriers decline a person based on
their health conditions (Parento & Gostin, 2013). The health care reform policy also held
employers accountable by mandating them to offer medical coverage to employees
working 30 hours or more per week. Based on the federal mandate, an employee working
a minimum of 30 hours per week is considered a full-time employee. Another important
provision of the federal mandate and often overlooked was to expand Medicaid coverage
in the United States by making eligibility in the government plan for people making less
than 138% of the federal poverty level (Parento & Gostin, 2013). Medicaid covers the
poor in the U.S., which includes children, pregnant women, and the disabled (Clark,
2013; Parento & Gostin, 2013). Medicaid primarily impacts people of color in the United
States (Parento & Gostin, 2013).
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Proponents of ACA are not concerned with the impact of the U.S. labor market
because of the recent passage of “An Act Providing Access to Affordable, Quality,
Accountable Health Care” in Massachusetts also dubbed as “Romneycare” (Mulligan,
2013). The ACA was modeled after Massachusetts’ An Act Providing Access to
Affordable, Quality, Accountable Health Care in 2006 as it was viewed as a successful
healthcare reform (Mulligan, 2013). Mulligan (2013) states,
Economic theory suggests that such taxes would contract the labor market in an
amount commensurate with the amount of the new taxes. The federal government
and other advocates of the Affordable Care Act have dismissed concerns that the
coming labor market contraction would be significant, or even noticeable, by
pointing to Massachusetts’ experience with a reform also designed to expand
insurance coverage (hereafter, Romneycare). Because the Massachusetts labor
market did not noticeably contract relative to the rest of the nation after
Romneycare went into effect. (p. 1)
Several key provisions in the Massachusetts plan were replicated in the ACA,
including the employer shared responsibility, the individual mandate, and the health
exchanges. However, key differences exist, in particular the imposition of taxes and
penalties on employers and individuals. Mulligan (2013) claims that Romneycare
penalties are $295 per person compared to the ACA which stand at approximately $2,000
per person. Other key differences between the two mandates are the business tax
deductibles for the employer penalties. Romneycare’s employer penalties are tax
deductible and the ACA employer penalties are not tax deductible. Moreover, the ACA
employer penalties are on a larger scale Mulligan (2013) states,
the ACA involves larger dollar amounts per participant and is expected to directly
alter work incentives for larger fractions of its population. (p. 21)
This statement by Mulligan is significant because this study attempts to examine the
impact the ACA imposes on San Francisco Bay Area school districts.
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Employers in Massachusetts have more of an incentive to offer their employees
healthcare because unlike ACA, Romneycare employer penalties are business tax
deductible and the break down of penalties is smaller in comparison to ACA employer
penalties. Mulligan (2013) asserts,
Romneycare creates incentives for offering health insurance, Romneycare also
indirectly affects incentives for part-time work. (p. 21)
Despite ACA’s positive intentions, soon after the passage of ACA on March 23,
2010 (Abraham, 2014; Castillo, 2014) it became national controversy (Clark, 2013;
Parento & Gostin, 2013). Opponents of the federal mandate believed there were key
provisions in the plan that were unconstitutional (Clark, 2013; Parento & Gostin, 2013).
On November 8, 2016, Donald Trump was elected President of the United States
of America. He and Vice President Mike Pence have vowed to Americans that they
would dismantle the ACA on their first day in office as President and Vice President.
President elect Donald Trump is a strong opponent of ACA and it is a top issue for him.
Donald Trump will be inaugurated into office on January 20, 2017. The ACA will be the
first item on his agenda after being sworn into office.
Legal Background of ACA
On June 28, 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the case
National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius (Clark, 2013; Parento & Gostin,
2013). Opponents challenged two important provisions of the law: the individual
mandate and the expansion of Medicaid. The individual was challenged on the grounds of
Congressional overreach. Similarly, the reach of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, Kathleen Sebelius was challenged as unconstitutional given the power ascribed
to the Secretary to withdraw funding if states failed to comply with the mandate to
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expand Medicaid (Clark, 2013; Parento & Gostin, 2013). The Supreme Court upheld the
challenge preventing the Secretary of Health and Human Services from revoking states
Medicaid funds should they not comply with the expansion. In turn, the Supreme Court
made Medicaid expansion optional for states to implement (Clark 2013; Parento &
Gostin, 2103). Parento and Gostin, 2013) states,
In essence, the Court considered Medicaid to involve two separate programs: the
existing Medicaid program and the Medi- caid expansion under the ACA. In his
opinion, Chief Justice Roberts distinguished the two, observing that the “original
pro- gram was designed to cover medical services for four particular categories of
the needy: the disabled, the blind, the elderly, and needy families with dependent
children,” whereas the ACA trans- forms Medicaid “into a program to meet the
health care needs of the entire nonelderly population with income below 133
percent of the poverty level. (p. 500)
Opponents that challenged key provisions of the ACA were unsuccessful as the
ACA was ruled constitutional, however, in making Medicaid expansion voluntary in each
state, America’s poor would continue to lack access because Medicaid would not
sufficiently cover all of those in need (Parento & Gostin, 2013).
Additional challenges to the ACA came as a result of Congressional action.
Congressman Luke Messer (R-IN) and Senator John Thune (R-SD) introduced the
Safeguarding Classrooms Hurt by ObamaCare’s Obligatory Levies bill (H.R. 769; S.470)
in 2015 which would exempt local educational institutions from ACA’s mandates. The
impetus for the bill was to mitigate the severe financial impact the ACA would have on
educational institutions. The bill would exempt large educational organizations, local
educational agencies, state educational agencies, and higher education institutions to be
exempted from the employer mandate and help the workforce by preventing layoffs and
reduction of hours. School districts in the state of Indiana had been experiencing a
reduction in the workforce. Rick Allen, Superintendent of Southeast Dubois County
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School Corporation states, “It’s a good idea, poorly executed” (referring to ACA)
(Cavanagh, 2013). Southeast Dubois County School Corporation reduced the hours of
support workers to avoid paying for their medical insurance. H.R. 769 was introduced
February 5, 2015 and has been referred to the House Education and the Workforce
Committee for review. S.470 was likewise introduced in the Senate on February 12, 2015
and has been referred to the Senate Committee of Finance for review.
The Restoring Americans' Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015 (HR
3762) similarly attempted to repeal major provisions of the ACA, including the employer
mandate, the individual mandate, the Cadillac Tax, and other mandated taxes. HR 3762
was introduced on October 16, 2015 by Tom Price (R-GA). It quickly passed the House
of Representatives by a vote of (240-189) and passed the Senate by a vote of (52-47).
Congressional Budget Office estimates that this bill (H.R. 3762) would reduce the deficit
by $516 billion over the next decade. Seven separate committees and the full House and
Senate have contributed to this effort. The entire reconciliation would not have been
possible had the House and Senate not first agreed to a budget resolution conference
agreement. The budget gave Congress the authority to pursue the reconciliation process
and, through that, the opportunity to put this repeal of Obama Care on the President’s
desk (Congressional Records, 2016).
On January 8, 2016, President Obama vetoed H.R. 3762 on the grounds that
provisions of the bill would harm millions of Americans, especially the middle class in
the United States. Moreover, President Obama presented the perspective that the ACA
has made a positive impact given that millions of Americans are newly insured
(Congressional Records, 2016). According to Siegel (2016), Congress has tried to repeal
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the ACA over sixty times. Similar to H.R. 3762 and other legislative bills, Republicans
use the budget reconciliation process where debate is limited and only 51 votes are
needed to pass a bill in the Senate. Fisk and Chemerinsky (1997) state,
The filibuster enables a minority of U.S. Senators to block action favored by a
majority of the Senate, the House of Representatives, and the President. The only
way the Senate can overcome a filibuster is by a vote of sixty Senators to end
debate and bring the matter to a vote. (p. 182)
Republicans have used the budget reconciliation tactic to prevent Senators from
filibustering by being able to prove that the proposed legislative bill directly impacts the
federal budget (Wagner & Machnoswski, 2010).
ACA impact on U.S. School Districts
The ACA had supporters from school educators largely because research shows
that children perform better academically, have better school attendance, and graduation
rates are higher when they are healthy. However, educators are doubting their support as
a result of the law’s many mandates and not enough resources to support their
implementation. Vincent DiLeo, states, Superintendent of Schools in Central Cambria,
stated, “I think the intent of the act is a good one to make sure everybody has health care.
We are dealing with so many unfunded mandates, like special education needs and rising
pension costs, there’s not enough money to pull from. The intent is good, but it’s being
done without considering the effect it will have on public school systems” (DeNisco,
2014, p. 2).
The concerns expressed by Superintendent DiLeo are supported by the
experiences by school districts in other states. The Southeast Dubois County school
district in Indiana estimated mandates from from the ACA will cost the district an
additional $257,000 per year in penalties and taxes (Cavanagh, 2013). To mitigate the
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anticipated excessive and unaffordable penalty, the school district has elected to further
reduce the workload of employees working less than 30 hours per week to ensure they do
not meet the federal definition of a full time employee requiring health coverage.
According to JT Coopman, the Executive Director of the Indiana Association of Public
School Superintendents, this reduction in hours will hurt the local economy as those most
affected are less likely to purchase items from local businesses (Young & Hobson, 2013).
Like the Southeast Dubois County School District, Superintendent of Schools at
East Porter School District in Indiana, for example, had to reduce their budget in
preparation for anticipated ACA penalties. The school district estimated an annual
increase of $260,000.00 in spending to ensure an additional seventy employees would
have access to care (Blad, 2015). With their budget already constrained, East Porter
School District reduced the hours worked for 25 instructional aides, 10 cafeteria workers,
and 10 custodians to under 30 hours per week to save $100,000.00 per year (Blad, 2015).
The Vigo County School Corporation were likewise affected by the unanticipated
consequences of the ACA. Vigo County Schools reduced work hours to under 30 hours
per week to avoid an annual increase in spending of $6,000,000.00 due to ACA’s
penalties (Cavanagh, 2013). Part time employees were impacted by the reduction in work
hours by only being able to work 29 hours per week. Those impacted by the reduction
were bus drivers, cafeteria workers, and student aides.
ACA impact on U.S. Universities
Cornell University President David Skorton announced in 2015 that due to the
rising costs in healthcare, the university health system has experienced significant budget
issues leading to increased costs for health care. Students attending Cornell University
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pay $2,352 per semester to be enrolled in the university’s health plan. However, a new
fee of $350 would be imposed on students opting out of Cornell’s health coverage
(Boyer, 2015). In addition, students will have to pay a $10 co-pay when using the
university health center. The result of these new costs would generate the university
nearly $4,000,000 per year. This announcement was especially controversial because the
fee would be levied even if students had access to other forms of health coverage, namely
their parents (Boyer, 2015). Under ACA students may be enrolled under their parents
health plan through the month of their 26th birthday. In response, students at Cornell
protested the $350 fee because they felt it was unfair and they were subsidizing other
costs associated with the university.
Students in Southern California’s Azusa Pacific University (APU) are
experiencing similar fee increases as a result of the ACA. The university has proposed an
increase for student medical insurance (Yu, 2014), from the current $275 per semester to
$850 per semester (Yu, 2014). for their health coverage but it will increase to $850 per
semester (Yu, 2014). Because health plans now have to meet certain criteria in order for
the health plan to be considered in compliance, the university has to provide better
benefit design to its students which is causing an increase in health care premiums (Yu,
2014). An important difference between Cornell University and Azusa Pacific is that
APU students are able to decline the university’s health coverage should they have
medical insurance outside of school. For those students that cannot provide proof of
medical coverage outside of school-estimated at 2,367 students-they must enroll in the
university sponsored health coverage and pay the increased fee.
In 2012, Guilford College sent a college wide memo to students informing them
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of an increase in costs for university-sponsored medical insurance. Students were
informed that the increase in medical rates was necessary due to new requirements
imposed by the ACA (Meyer, 2012). The current medical plans offered through Gilford
College were not meeting ACA guidelines and as such, the university proposed an
increase from $668 per semester to $1,179 per semester (Meyer, 2012). Students were
able to decline the college’s sponsored medical plan should they show proof of medical
insurance outside of the college.
The University of North Carolina (UNC) similarly announced an increase in fees
to ensure improved medical coverage as mandated by the ACA. In providing students
better health care coverage, fees will increase from $460 to $709 per semester. Like APU
students, UNC students may decline school-sponsored medical coverage through if they
can show proof of enrollment in another medical plan outside of the university. A
University of North Carolina spokesperson said that once they are able to calculate
penalties received from the federal government, they would have a better idea of how
much to charge students.
In 2012, Guilford College sent a college wide memo to students informing them
of an increase in costs for university-sponsored medical insurance. Students were
informed that the increase in medical rates was necessary due to new requirements
imposed by the ACA (2010). The current medical plans offered through Gilford College
were not meeting ACA guidelines (Meyer, 2012) and as such, the university proposed an
increase from $668 per semester to $1,179 per semester (Meyer, 2012). Students were
able to decline the college’s sponsored medical plan should they show proof of medical
insurance outside of the college.
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In Virginia, institutions of higher education are likewise cutting back on employee
hours, notably those of adjunct professors. University leaders at Norfolk State and
Virginia State are making mandatory cuts to their part time professors, which is further
limiting their ability to have a livable wage as well as curtailing their eligibility for
university health coverage. The reduction in hours to less than twenty-nine hours per
week means that the universities will avoid penalties under the ACA.
In California, the state’s health exchange, Covered California, is working closely
with the 23 California State University (CSU) campuses. The exchange awarded the
California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA) campus a $1,200,000 grant to pilot
the Health Insurance Education Project for CSU students (Oh, 2014; Sullivan, 2014). The
Health Insurance Education Project aims to inform and assist students in getting medical
insurance via the placement of insurance representatives at 16 CSU campuses. These
representatives will raise awareness to the need for coverage and assist with students’
enrollment through Covered California. In 2005, the Klotz Student Health Center
conducted an informal survey on campus and found that 30-40 percent of students do not
have health insurance (Guerra, 2006). However, given that rising, and often unexpected
medical bills are the main reason why people file for bankruptcy, improving access to
information and enrolling students in coverage will mitigate rising costs (Oh, 2014).
The California State University, Northridge (CSUN) is a recipient of this grant.
As a Hispanic Serving Institution, it has a large student body of color, many of whom are
without medical coverage. A poll taken at CSUN revealed that 75% of students believed
having medical insurance were important to them. In interviews conducted by the
university’s newspaper, The Daily Sundial, students of color and the students saw the
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Health Insurance Education Project as good for students because some of them cannot
afford medical coverage. The following testimonies are from California State University,
Northridge students describing what it was like to go uninsured.

Ivan Martinez:
For now, I just hope nothing serious happens. I consider myself pretty healthy, but
watch and I’ll end up getting sick tomorrow (Guerra, 2006).
David Crandall:
When I was 18, and even for many years thereafter, I thought I was invincible.
Students are going to have to make a tough choice because they’re choosing
between something else they might want to purchase with their insurance
premium. It really is a hedge between what could be an avoidable disaster
(Guerra, 2006).
Shannon Leclercq:
Luckily, nothing serious happened. I didn’t have insurance and then decided it
would probably be a smart idea just in case (Guerra, 2006).
Saul Gudino:
We have the need but I think females use the health center more. Men don’t go
for check-ups. We just go when we feel like we’re dying (Guerra, 2006).
These quotes from CSUN undergraduate students provide context to life of a
college student’s knowledge and interest of health insurance. For some students, health
insurance is not important and for others health insurance is an important necessity. The
interviews from the students also highlight the cost of healthcare insurance. Therefore, it
is important to bring awareness to college students in the CSU system about Covered
California will help more young students enroll in medical coverage.
As evidenced above, the ACA is having both a positive and negative impact on
university campuses. At the CSU, the ACA has led to increased awareness for the need
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for medical coverage and improved efforts to enroll students. In contrast, campuses, such
as those in Virginia are reorganizing their workforce in an attempt lessen the anticipated
penalties of the ACA (Wiener, 2009). While it is uncertain how many colleges and
universities sponsored health plans do not meet the ACA new provisions, it is clear from
the evidence that universities are taking steps to improve their health plans, often at the
expense of students and their workforce.
ACA impact on U.S. Community Colleges
Available research shows how twenty-four community colleges across the
country are preparing for changes required by the ACA and the potential impact it will
have on their budgets (Cooper, 2013). Community colleges in Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
New Hampshire, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Virginia eliminated the number
of classes taught by adjunct professors as a means to avoid penalties. As with institutions
in Virginia, the residual impact of these decisions is the curtailment of adjunct professor’s
work hours and a loss in pay (McCarter, 2013; Cooper, 2013). Campuses such as the
Community College of Allegheny County in Pennsylvania and Oakton Community
College in Illinois have reduced the hours taught by adjunct instructors (Zorn, 2013). At
Oakton, the impact of the ACA could potentially cost millions of dollars per year in
penalties (Zorn, 2013). The reduction of teaching hours at Oakton will affect
approximately fifty employees whose average salary of $8,000 per semester will be
significantly cut (Zorn, 2013). At Oakton Community College, adjunct instructors are
limited to teach about 4 classes (each class is equivalent to 3 hours) per semester to avoid
ACA mandates (Gaines, 2015). Adjunct faculty were never in a benefit eligible position,
however, the reduction in salary will be difficult to purchase individual insurance outside
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of the college (Gaines, 2015; Zorn, 2013). Oakton Community College in 2105 had 153
full time instructors that were eligible for benefits and 564 part time faculty instructors
(Gaines, 2015). Oakton Community College mainly uses adjunct instructors to keep costs
down (Gaines, 2015).
In Maryland estimates ACA penalties could cost community colleges in their state
nearly $20,000,000 (Bishop, 2013). Similar to the community colleges in Illinois and
Pennsylvania, many of Maryland’s community colleges will be reducing their adjunct
instructors’ hours to less than 30 per week, as they do not have the funds in their budgets
to provide health insurance for all of their adjunct instructors. As such, adjunct faculty
were forced to sign a contract that limited them to only teaching three classes (Bishop,
2013), or the equivalent of 12 hours. Amy Poff, an Art History Professor at the
Community College of Baltimore County (CCBC) relayed,
I understand that colleges don't have money to throw around and there's a larger
issue here, but it is frustrating to feel like, that in the face of this legislation
designed to help people, that instead it's hurting people. That's not the legislation's
fault, but it is the college's fault (Bishop, 2013, p. 2).
Adjunct instructors in Maryland make less than $30,000 per year; any reductions
in hours will have a radical affect on her income (Bishop, 2013). The consequences of
this change will require adjunct instructors seek out additional employment opportunity
at other institutions to make up the lost income (Bishop, 2013). Professor Poff began
working at a third community college to make up for the shortage in pay, which is
causing her to drive long distances between community colleges (Bishop, 2013).
Professor Poff states, “I live in my car.”
Union County Community College in New Jersey, like its 4-year counterparts
elsewhere, has had to increase the price of medical insurance, the result of which is that
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students are now paying an additional $1,000 per semester (Fox News, 2013).
Administrators at Union College indicate that ACA requirements to provide specific
covered services are driving cost increases (Fox News, 2013). Moreover, prior to the
passage of the ACA, colleges could offer limited medical plans to their students thus
providing more affordable coverage for college students (Fox News, 2013). Date from
the state of New Jersey confirm that nine community colleges and universities have
increased costs for the medical coverage offered to students (Fox News, 2013).
ACA impact on other Industries
The health care industry has began examining ACA and the implications within
their sector (Gilman et al., 2014; Hardcastle et al., 2011; Huntoon et al., 2011; Jacobson
& Jazowski, 2011; Strong et al., 2016; Sommers & Bindman, 2012). The affordable care
Act has provisions that will penalize low performing hospitals and reward high
performing hospitals (Gilman et al., 2014). Gilman et al., (2014) believes the affordable
care act puts adverse pressure on hospitals as it could impact not only the financial
stability of hospitals but also the quality of care for patients. Despite the ACA mandating
preventive care for all Americans, Hardcastle et al., (2011), describes the policy as
flawed because legislators did not take into account public health as a primary goal. In
other words, the policy makers failed to acknowledge the environment or the social
causes of a persons’ health (Hardcastle et al., 2011). Hardcastle et al., (2011) argues that
the policy should have added more comprehensive areas to examine the nations health.
There is disappointment that the revenue collected from ACA will not be applied to
encompass Americans’ health (Hardcastle et al., 2011).
According to Jacobson & Jazowski (2011), ACA has changed the landscape for
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primary care health professionals. With the ACA expanding primary care for all
Americans, primary care health professionals will need to rethink and restructure the way
they had previously conducted their practices. Primary care professionals will be
overwhelmed with patients seeking wellness and prevention exams. With the shortage of
primary care health professionals in the U.S., it is unclear how they will meet the
demands that ACA requires of them.
Ten medical schools and a total of 6,982 medical students were surveyed to reveal
their understanding and attitudes towards ACA. In addition, the survey examined quality
of care, access, and cost (Huntoon et al., 2011). Huntoon’s et al., (2011) survey was the
first of its kind after one year of the passage of ACA. The survey revealed that medical
students believe health care reform is necessary in the United States. Interestingly, many
medical students did not understand the ACA or its implications on the U.S. health care
system (Huntoon et al., 2011). Also, when medical students were asked about access to
care and quality of care, half of the medical students were unsure whether ACA was
going to improve the access and care for Americans. The other half believed access to
health care and quality of health care would improve in the U.S. Nearly half of the
medical students surveyed, were not sure if ACA would manage costs in their industry.
A similar study surveyed health care professionals understanding and attitudes
towards the ACA (Strong et al., 2016). The studies findings were that more education
needs to occur for health care professionals to help them better understand the provisions
of ACA. In addition, health professionals were unclear about certain provisions in the
policy. The ACA will require more collaboration between health education and health
care professionals to provide better care for Americans.
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Sommers and Bindman (2012) collected multiple surveys of medical physicians
and examined those surveys. The researchers found that the younger physicians were
optimistic about ACA and supported the federal mandate. In addition, the younger
physicians believed that ACA would bring positive change for America’s health care
system. The researchers also discovered since the passage of ACA, applicants to medical
schools, number of new residents, and residents entering primary care fields have all
increased.
Summary
Leaders across multiple education institutions have had to make consequential
decisions in response to new requirements in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act. In doing so, the impact on their workforce and on students have been significant as
employees have experienced reduced work hours and students must now contend with
increased costs for coverage. This chapter examined both the history health care reform
in the United States and the impact it has had on institutions of education. As described,
many past presidential administrations have attempted reform the U.S. health care system
(Jost, 2012) with varying degrees of success. The ACA was unique in that it passed a
divided Congress and compelled all states to reform. Since its passage in 2010, multiple
individuals have attempted to repeal major components of the federal mandate, many of
which have been unsuccessful.
Current research points to the shared experiences of school leaders across K-12
school districts, community colleges, and four-year universities who are making
organizational decisions that will change the future of their institutions. That is, leaders
are implementing organizational changes that will have a lasting – positive and negative
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– impact on their institutions (Weiner, 2009). However, the research is limited in scope
and more is needed to adequately trace the impact of ACA implementation on schools.
This dissertation aims to add to this limited body of research by examining San Francisco
Bay Area school districts contracted with the California Public Employees’ Retirement
System and their experiences of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of Purpose
The intent of this research was to develop greater depth of understanding about
the Patient Protection and Affordability Care Act and the impact its mandates have on
large employers. Specifically, this research focused on the impact of the law on Northern
California school districts who offer high cost medical plans through the CalPERS
agency. The available, yet limited research suggests that provisions in the ACA are
complex and causing confusion amongst administrators (Chen, 2014). In addition, the
IRS offers little guidance to educational institutions on how to navigate the convoluted
ACA mandates (Wilhelm, 2013). To understand the law’s impact, six San Francisco Bay
area school district administrators participated in in-depth interviews focused on the
implementation and impact of the law on their organizations.
Research Design
To examine ACA’s impact in the San Francisco Bay Area region, qualitative
research is used for this study because it is most useful in trying to understand an issue
that cannot be measured (Creswell, 2013). Strauss and Corbin (1990) describe the
reasoning behind qualitative research. Strauss and Corbin (1990) believe that qualitative
research is necessary to examine the shared lived experiences of people. Researchers
conduct qualitative studies to examine and recognize a collective phenomenon in society
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Qualitative research has been used in various fields of study
such as education, nursing, business, psychology, anthropology, communication, and
social welfare (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Strauss and Corbin (1990) identify three
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elements for qualitative research. They are collecting data from interviews, observations,
documents, records film, and audio. Second, researchers use coding techniques to help
decipher and organize the data they have collected. Third, qualitative researchers use
their analyzation skills by examining peer reviewed scholastic journals and books. Given
the complexity of the ACA and its impact on schools (Chen, 2014), this study requires
investigation through dialogue with people most involved and affected by the policy
change (Creswell, 2013). Therefore, semi-structured interviews with school leaders and
document analysis will be used which will allow the researcher access to individual’s
lived experiences. Seidman (2006) argues there is not enough research regarding
administrators in educational organizations and if a researcher needs to understand the
experiences of educational leaders, then interviews are the best form of investigation.
Convenience sampling was used in this qualitative study (Creswell, 2013)
primarily because the San Francisco Bay Area is home to the researcher. Individuals
selected for interviews were either Human Resources administrators or Director of Fiscal
administrators at each school district in the San Francisco Bay Area who were primarily
responsible for the implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(2010). Another criteria for the selection of each Northern California unified school
district was that they are contracted with the CalPERS agency for their medical plans.
Creswell (2013) describes three types of interviews in qualitative research:
structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. For the purposes of this research endeavor,
the researcher utilized a semi-structured interview approach with an interview guide
consisting of fixed questions. A semi-structured interview was identified as the most apt
for this study because administration of the ACA is complex (Chen, 2014) and a semi-
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structured approach would allow for the vital elaboration needed to understand a new and
difficult topic (Creswell, 2013). The interviews of the six administrators was audio
recorded and transcribed to ensure authenticity.
Additional document analysis was conducted utilizing on-line government
sources, scholastic peer reviewed journal articles, books, newspapers, newsletters, and
periodicals. On-line data was collected from such sources as Ed-Data.org, Congress
records, White House records, the United States Supreme Court, the United States
Census Bureau, CalPERS, and the Internal Revenue Services Tax Codes.
Research Setting
The research setting consisted of six large school districts under ACA’s definition
in the San Francisco Bay Area. The names used in this research study are aliases to
maintain the privacy of each school district in the study (see Table 4 and Table 5). All of
the school districts selected in the San Francisco Bay Area were K-12 unified school
districts. The following tables provide a demographic profile and a profile of the
expenditures for employee benefits at each unified school district in the study.
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Table 4
2014-2015 Demographics by unified school district (Ed-Data, 2016)
Name of School
District

Student
Enrollment

Number of
School Sites

Bear

12,070

Panther

Number of
Classified Staff

18

Number of
Certificated
Teachers
624

12,459

13

558

312

Bulldog

8,617

12

418

164

Wolverine

9,151

10

450

248

Lion

34,208

42

1,600

874

Tiger

9,000

14

436

294

346

Table 5
2014-2015 Expenditures for Employee Benefits by unified school district (Ed-Data, 2016)
Name of School District

Fiscal Year Employee Benefit Expenditures

Bear

$19,470,518 (18% of Budget)

Panther

$21,030,314 (18% of Budget)

Bulldog

$8,214,982

(12% of Budget)

Wolverine

$11,630,292 (15% of Budget)

Lion

$34,825,000 (12% of Budget)

Tiger

$13,102,199 (18% of Budget)

The data was retrieved from http://www.ed-data.org February 5, 2016. Ed-Data
collaborates with the California Department of Education. Employees’ from the
California Department of Education collect, analyze, and document K-12 education in
California. In addition, the employees from the California Department of Education help
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oversee Ed-Data regarding the information that is published about K-12 school districts
and the design of the website.
In examining the data, each school district spends millions of dollars for
employee benefits. The “Lion” Unified School District is the largest school district of the
six being examined. Therefore, they have the largest expenditure for employee benefits of
the six San Francisco Bay Area school districts. It is imperative to understand that the
employee benefit expenditures for each school district come from the general fund.
Meaning, the general fund is the funding source for paying teachers and classified staff.
This is yet another reason why it is important to examine the potential penalties of ACA
because school districts would use their general funds to combat any additional
expenditure the federal mandate proposes on each school district. It is evident that the six
school districts already spend millions of dollars in employee benefits each fiscal year
(July – June for school districts) and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
imposes additional taxes to their organizations.
Population and Sample
The researcher discussed this research study with six San Francisco Bay Area
school administrators. They consisted of Human Resources Administrators and Fiscal
Administrators that were responsible for ACA in their organization. As employers’
members from the Human Resources Departments and Fiscal Departments at the six San
Francisco Bay Area school districts will have access to health care documents, health
care conversations with their colleagues, as well as discussions regarding the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010) as it pertains to their employees’. The school
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districts selected in the San Francisco Bay Area to interview were all contracted with
CalPERS for their medical plans.
Protection of Human Subjects
Scholars from the University of San Francisco interested in conducting research
through human subjects were required to submit an application through the Institutional
Review Board. The researcher sought out permission to conduct the study from the
University of San Francisco’s Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects (IRBPHS). Per the (IRBPHS) approval guidelines, the researcher was not able to
collect any data or reach out to any subjects prior to obtaining permission. In addition,
(IRBPHS) required that researchers send written letters for human subject approval to
anyone outside of the University of San Francisco. The researcher went through human
subjects independent of the University of San Francisco and obtained written permission
from the human subjects for the study. Data collection began after the researcher received
permission from the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects.
Instrumentation
The researcher created and used an interview guide, as presented in Appendix B
and dialogue was necessary to discuss this new and complex federal mandate (Creswell,
2013). Interviews are a way to collect data with qualitative research (Merriam, 2009).
The interview guide was helpful to explore this study’s questions. In addition, the
interview guide allowed for open-ended questions to explore the research questions.
There was no specific order of the questions and the questions asked lead to additional
information not posed in the set of questions asked to the participant.
Research Question 1: To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans impact on
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the participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.1. Do you feel the 40% tax (Cadillac Tax) on high cost plans offered through CalPERS
will have an impact on the school district?
1.1. a. If so, please describe the ways it will impact the school district?
1.1. b. If not, please describe why it will not impact the school district?
1.2. What steps has the school district taken to prepare for the upcoming provision of the
2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.3. Does your school district anticipate to stay contracted with CalPERS?
1.3. a. If so, why?
1.3. b. If not, why?
1.4. How do you feel about the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.5. When did you first become familiar with the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.6. What types of training have you received to implement the 2020 Cadillac Tax for
your school district?
1.7. How do union leaders in the school district perceive the 40% Cadillac Tax?
Research Question 2: What types of administrative actions have the participant’s taken to
comply with the mandated 6055 and 6056 reporting to the IRS?
2.1 What types of training have you received for 6055 and 6056 reporting to furnish the
1095-C Forms to employees and file an electronic transmittal to the IRS?
2.2. How was the 1095-C Form communicated to employees in your school district?
2.3. What types of responses did you hear back from employees when they received their
1095-C Forms?
2.4 Are IRS mandated reporting penalties a concern for the school district?
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2.4. a. If so, please describe why the penalties are a concern for the school
district?
2.4. b. If not, please describe why the penalties are not a concern for the school
district?
2.5. How do you feel towards the 6055 and 6056 mandated reporting to the IRS?
Research Question 3: What types of administrative measures has the participant’s taken
to comply with the offer of affordability coverage to employees working a minimum of
30 hours per week?
3.1. Does the school district have a way to find out if employees are enrolled in Covered
California?
3.1. a. If so, how?
3.1. b. If not, why not?
3.2. What does the school district anticipate in potential penalties (if any) from their
employees receiving federal subsidies through Covered California?
3.3. How is the school district verifying affordability for employees’ health care
coverage?
3.4. What measures has the school district taken to determine if substitutes and part time
employees are working a minimum of 30 hours per week?
3.5. Does the school district anticipate a reduction in the workforce or limitations to
hours worked per week for employees due to the minimum 30 hour rule?
3.5. a. If so, please describe the ways in which the minimum 30 hour rule will
impact your workforce?
3.5. b. If not, please describe the ways in which the minimum 30 hour rule will
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not have an impact on your workforce?
Data Collection
Ensuing is a step-by-step account of how the researcher collected the data:
After the researcher received permission from USF’s IRB, the researcher found six San
Francisco Bay Area school districts that were contracted with the CalPERS agency for
medical.
The researcher called each school district and found the administrator responsible
for ACA in their organization. Once the researcher found the administrator responsible
for ACA in the organization, the researcher asked if they would be willing to participate
in a semi-structured interview over the phone for one hour. If they agreed, the researcher
scheduled interviews. Each interview took place over the phone. Prior to the phone
meeting with each school district administrator, the researcher emailed consent forms and
had the participants sign and return the consent forms. The participants were told to keep
one copy for their records. In addition, the researcher emailed a copy of the semistructured interview questions before the interview and the participants had time to
review the questions prior to the interview. In addition, the researcher verbally told the
participants that they would be audio recorded. The researcher had the audio recordings
transcribed into word documents.
In addition to using the semi-structured interview guide, the researcher took notes.
This helped the researcher write memos after each interview as to not forget important
discussions from the interviews. Once that data was collected from the interviews, the
researcher organized the data and looked for common themes from the participants.
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Data Analysis
The subsequent list of questions guided the semi-structured interviews with school
administrators. Prior to beginning the semi-structured interviews with participants to
investigate the research questions, each participant was asked to share their current role
within their organization.
Creswell (2013) proclaims there are three types of interviews in qualitative
research. Those are structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. The researcher selected
to conduct semi-structured interviews with fixed questions to guide the dialogue with the
interviewees. A semi-structured interview was necessary because administration of the
ACA is complex (Chen,2014) and elaboration was necessary on a new and convoluted
topic (Creswell, 2013).
According to Creswell (2013) there are three critical components to data analysis.
In his book titled, “Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design” Creswell (2013) describes
three key components of data analysis as 1) collecting and organizing the data; 2) sorting
the data into themes for coding purposes; 3) discussing the data as figures, tables and or
discussion. For the purpose of this study, the researcher follows Creswell’s (2013) three
key components of data analysis.
The theoretical framework was employed to identify an institution’s “readiness
for change” in the analysis of documents and the semi-structured interviews. By doing so,
the researcher collected data from the semi-structured interviews. An interview guide
with questions was used to conduct the interviews. Once the interviews were completed,
the researcher organized the data, looked for themes within the data, and discussed the
findings. The transcripts from the six audio recordings provided text to analyze for
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themes. This type of data analysis by the researcher served as valid, reliable, and primary
sources (Creswell, 2013).
Valid data was used from on-line government sources, scholastic peer reviewed
journal articles, books, newspapers, newsletters, periodicals and semi-structured
interviews. Transparency is important for federal and local government agencies. On-line
data collected from Ed-Data.org, the United States Supreme Court House government
website, United States Census Bureau, CalPERS, and the Internal Revenue Tax Code online data all serve as valid data. Government agencies such as school districts report their
organizations data to these on-line data sources. In addition, the Internal Revenue Service
conducts audits on the six San Francisco Bay Area school districts being interviewed to
make sure they are labor compliant.
Furthermore, Creswell (2013) emphasizes that reliability by the researcher is
obtainable if the researcher is able to audio record the interviews and transcribe each
interview. The researcher audio recorded each of the six Human Resources administrators
and transcribed the interviews. The researcher shared the transcribed interviews with the
interviewees to fact check and make sure they agree to the transcriptions to maintain
ethics. In addition, the researcher kept a journal and wrote down field notes during the
semi-structured interviews.
Researcher’s Background
The researcher earned a Master of Arts degree from California State University,
Northridge and a Bachelor of Arts degree from California State University, Long Beach.
The researcher has 7 years of experience managing businesses Section 125 Flexible
Spending Accounts, group employer medical insurance, dental, vision, Life Accidental
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Death and Dismemberment (AD&D) and Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act (COBRA) in the San Francisco Bay Area. In addition to managing company benefits
in the private sector, the researcher has worked for various school districts in California.
Currently, the researcher is in Human Resources Management for a local San
Francisco Bay Area school district and has been in this administrative role for three
years. As a Human Resources Manager, the researcher is responsible for managing the
district’s benefit program for a workforce of nearly 2,000 employees. The researcher is
responsible for all classified, certificated, management, and retired employee benefits.
This includes working with vendors, third party administrators, and implementing health
and welfare benefit programs district wide. In addition, the researcher is highly involved
with staffing which includes recruiting, hiring, managing, and screening employees.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Overview
This chapter documents participants’ responses from the semi-structured
interviews. The participants shared their experiences and understanding of the ACA in
their organization. In addition, this chapter contains the following subheadings: (a)
overview of the chapter; (b) introduction; (c) profiles of the participants; (d) significant
findings from the study; (e) responses of the participants; (f) summary of responses to
research question 1; (g) summary of responses to research question 2; (h) summary of
responses to research question 3; (i) attitudes and perceptions of the participants; and (j)
summary of the chapter.
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to better understand how school districts in the San
Francisco Bay Area that offer high cost medical plans through CalPERS were responding
to mandates in the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Given that employers are impacted by
administrative action, it is imperative to conduct new research that will examine the ways
in which school systems have and/or are meeting the requirements of the new law. To
date, there has been little research focused on how school districts, specifically school
districts in the San Francisco Bay Area, are implementing the ACA’s employer shared
responsibility requirement. The six school administrators interviewed shared their
experiences of the ACA in their school districts.
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A profile of the six participants in the study is briefly mentioned and the
researcher outlines the findings presented in response to each of the research questions.
They are as follows:
1. To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans impact on the participant’s school
district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
2. What types of administrative actions have the participant’s taken to comply
with the mandated 6055 and 6056 reporting to the IRS?
3. What types of administrative measures has the participants taken to comply
with the offer of affordability coverage to employees working a minimum of
30 hours per week?
The interviewee profiles give a brief background of the participants’ role within their
organizations.
Profiles of the Participants
Participants in this study have a combined average of 30 years working in public
institutions. Some have recently moved to their current positions within the last three
years. All of the school district administrators have indicated some degree of negative
impact on their CalPERS medical and organizations. For many of them, the ACA
employer share mandates brought new challenges.
Ava
Ava is a Human Resources administrator, managing benefits for the Tiger School
District. Prior to joining the Tiger School District in 2014, she worked in healthcare in a
variety of roles, including working with Kaiser Permanente. In addition to working for
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the school district, Ava has a side business working for two small technology start-ups.
Ava continues to manage benefits for start-ups privately.
Steve
Steve works for the Lion School District where he serves as the Director of
Budget and is responsible for overseeing ACA implementation. In total, Steve has
thirteen years of educational finance management experience and has been budget
director at the Lion School District for two years.
Ophie
Ophie is responsible for benefits administration at the Bear School District. In this
role, which she has occupied for two years, she is responsible for benefits enrollment,
payroll corrections, anything budget related. One of her most important responsibilities is
ensuring that benefit bills are paid every month to the appropriate vendors.
Erica
Erica works at the Panther School District where she serves has served as the
Director of Fiscal for the last two years. She indicates that her immediate supervisor does
not want to be involved with ACA and is therefore collaborating with the Human
Resources Department to navigate the mandate. She has many years of experience at
different school districts as a Director of Fiscal.
Grace
Grace is the Human Resources Analyst at the Bulldog School District and works
with all certificated employees in the district. Prior to this new role, Grace was the
district’s Benefit Specialist for twelve years. She is highly involved with ACA in her
organization.
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Madison
Madison is the Director of Fiscal at the Wolverine School District and has been in
this role for six years. Madison started working in school districts in a clerical capacity
and worked her way up to her current position. She has been able to learn many functions
in different roles working for school districts over the years.
Responses of the Participants
Research Question 1: To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans impact on the
participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
The ACA-mandated “Cadillac Tax” will impose a 40 percent tax penalty on large
employers should their employees pay more than the annual limit of $10,200 for a single
person and $27,500 for family coverage beginning in 2020. As shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 from Chapter 1, the 2016 and 2017 CalPERS high cost medical plans continue to
rise for Northern California school districts. Responses from the participants shed light
on the impact this mandate and accompanying penalty will have on districts and their
employees.
Five of the six San Francisco Bay Area school districts anticipate penalties from
this portion of the ACA mandate as a result of large employee populations and, in the
case of Bulldog School District (BSD) mandatory medical enrollment in CalPERS. At
BSD, employees are responsible for the monthly premium and only receive a small fringe
benefit to help defray costs. For teachers and certificated management, which are two of
the highest paid groups in the district, this fringe benefit was rolled into salaries several
years ago. As a result, medical premiums are considered one hundred percent out of
pocket. Knowing that the 40 percent tax would impact the organization with their high
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cost CalPERS medical plans, a Benefit Committee was formed to generate ideas about
the districts healthcare coverage options.
The BSD Benefit Committee consisted of representatives from each of the
bargaining units with the teachers union being the largest union in the district. The
teachers were not willing to take the risk of leaving CalPERS. 4 representatives were
from the teachers union, 2 representatives were from the certificated management group,
1 representative was from the classified management group, 3 representatives were from
their building and trades group, and 3 representatives from their CSEA union. It consisted
of a large committee with everyone voicing their opinions. At times the meetings were
emotionally driven and were lively.
The impact of the current agreement that is set in place is particularly harmful for
non-certificated employees. Members of the building and trades union work 12 months,
seven and a half hours, and they get $454 to contribute towards benefits. The largest
demographic within the union is married males with families. For this group to
adequately cover their family they would need to subscribe to a plan costing $2,000. In
effect, they would have to pay out of pocket costs exceeding $1,545 per month, coming
to a grand total of $18,550 a year. Grace recalled:
We had one broker say, I have seven districts that want to pull out of CalPERS
right now. The problem is they don't make it easy. They don't make it easy to get
out. They don't make it easy to go back. So I think the biggest thing in our district
is we're being hit with the penalty, but we have no input on the plan that's offered.
Grace’s response to question one revealed that their current contract agreements with
unions only impact their lowest paid workers and not their highest paid employees.
In the Tiger School District (TSD) currently has an annual contract with CalPERS
for all three of their bargaining units. Because the unions have not indicated they plan to
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abandon their plans – CalPERS has a two-week window over the summer in which an
agency can submit a board approved ratification to leave CalPERS – they are presently
sheltered from thinking about the 2020 Cadillac Tax. However, over the last three years,
the TSD has tried to get their unions to leave CalPERS without much success. The
reason for this was because CalPERS rates have become too expensive. TSD hired
outside consultants to conduct internal and external studies to determine if leaving
CalPERS was a better option. TSD received quotes from brokers and third party
administrators with the major insurance carriers such as Kaiser and Anthem. Despite the
data showing favorability to leave CalPERS, leaders from each of the unions have
refused to leave CalPERS. In regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax, Ava observes:
Whenever we come across that “Cadillac Tax”, whatever ramifications that are
there, we'll have to deal with that then. And if our contracts are renegotiated
somewhere before, when CalPERS releases its data for how the Cadillac Tax will
impact us, I'm sure that our union leaders-our district leaders will put that in the
union negotiations to try to lessen the impact for the district. They're going to
spread that impact out to the employees and that's what I think the union leaders
are failing to realize at this point.
To date, TSD has not taken any major steps to mitigate the potential impact of the
Cadillac Tax. The school district is waiting to see what the final outcome will be because
the IRS and other organizations still have to interpret the law’s language. According to
Grace, TSD does not have to worry about the Cadillac Tax because there are no changes
to existing contracts.
Ava assumes there will be some type of formal training in preparation for when
the mandate takes effect in 2020. CalPERS and their brokers share their interpretations of
the law, frequently sending memos with updates and changes as they are released as well
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as offering trainings. What is confusing for Ava is that these memos refer clients to the
IRS website and healthcare.gov website which are confusing and difficult to navigate.
Similar TSD, the Panther School District (PSD) has not made any adjustments in
anticipation of the 2020 Cadillac Tax. Erica indicates that the Cadillac Tax has not been
calculated in the budget, even though the district projects the budget at least three years in
advance. Jokingly, Erica is hopeful that she will be retired, saying, “From the budget's
perspective it's a high impact. It's a high impact.”
Erica recalls having discussions about the Cadillac Tax in the last two years with
other district personnel. The interview with Erica and the researcher prompted her to
schedule a meeting with executive cabinet members to assess the Cadillac Tax and the
impact it will have on their organization. Her cabinet consists of the Superintendent,
Assistant Superintendent, and Chief Business Officer. Erica said PSD has primarily been
focused on the the affordability of the CalPERS medical plans and not the ACA’s
Cadillac Tax.
Ophie from the Bear School District (BSD) is still unclear who will pick up the 40
percent excise tax that CalPERS medical plans will impose on their school district as it is
too soon to determine if the employer or employee will pick up the expense. She stated:
Now if you're passing that expense on the employee, I can see you know, what?
You really offer them this really expensive plan, and they have to pay for it?
That's not fair. I can understand a penalty for that, but you know if you're
employer is paying, you know, a good portion of the plan, if they're meeting that
affordability criteria for the health plans, then I don't understand what the purpose
of the tax is, personally, other than penalizing people for having good health
coverage.
BSD is fairly new to CalPERS becoming contracted with them since 2011 and although
Ophie believes CalPERS rates are high every year, she does not believe they will find
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better rates outside of the CalPERS agency. As a result, there have been no internal
discussions about leaving CalPERS. Ophie says that there is a lack of available medical
plans for a district their size because insurance carriers require a certain percentage rate
of employee enrollment and they made the switch to CalPERS because it was the best
option for them. Moreover, the lack of information and training have restricted their
knowledge about the tax and its potential impact.
At the Lion School District (LSD), employer contributions towards benefits were
rolled into employee salaries. Though LSD has a high paying salary schedule, employees
are responsible for the full cost of CalPERS’ monthly premiums. Steve states, “We do
offer benefits to employees, but they pay from their paychecks. So we do not contribute
anything to employee benefits.” As Steve indicates, employees pay 100% out of pocket
for benefits and will therefore be responsible for the 40% excise tax. Steve has heard
about the Cadillac Tax but there have been no discussions about leaving CalPERS.
Madison does not believe the high cost medical plans through CalPERS will have
a financial impact on the Wolverine School District (WSD) as the 2020 Cadillac Tax will
be passed to the employees. The school district does not pay the cost of medical benefits
and offers cash incorporated into annual salaries when employees opt out of the CalPERS
medical plans. As the cost of medical premiums increase through CalPERS, the 40% tax
will be passed to the employee because it will bundled in their monthly premium.
However, Madison believes this will cause an issue with their employee unions, saying:
I'm anticipating that it will cause a problem with our unions, they're wanting us to
go back to the bargaining table. I know that some of the questions are about
CalPERS, because our unions are pushing us to get out of CalPERS because we
can probably have more affordable healthcare outside of CalPERS, because
CalPERS is so expensive and there's no options within it. I would think that as the
rates go up every year, they've become more vocal about wanting the district to
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pay part of the benefits, which I don't think we'll ever. I can't imagine we would
ever fit that into our contract, because once you go down that road, you can never
get it out of the contract.
Approximately 30% of WSD’s teachers are actually enrolled in a CalPERS medical plan
because they can get less expensive medical insurance on their own. WSD has a young
teacher population; therefore, because of their age they qualify for much lower medical
premiums outside of the school district’s CalPERS medical plans. According to
Madison’s opinion, this is actually a bad situation for those employees enrolled in
CalPERS medical sponsored plans because it leaves a pool of employees that are sick and
older which is what causes the premiums to go up.
Summary of Responses to Research Question 1
Responses from the six administrators revealed several trends. First, five school
districts anticipate penalties from the 2020 40% Cadillac Tax due to offering their
employees high cost medical plans through CalPERS. Second, three school districts will
pass over the forty percent Cadillac Tax to their employees. The Lion, Tiger and
Wolverine School Districts will not pay additional taxes for their employees’ high cost
medical plans. Although the 40% tax is an area that needs to be negotiated with union
members, the school districts do not anticipate putting this in a contract. As Madison
mentioned, once this item is negotiated in a union contract “it will be difficult to take
away.”
Third, the potential of leaving CalPERS emerged in discussions at two school
districts. The Bulldog and the Wolverine School Districts have met with union leaders to
discuss potentially leaving CalPERS. However, CalPERS makes it difficult to leave their
agency due to the five-year waiting period to return to CalPERS after contracting with
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other agencies. A setback for these discussions is the lack of agreement within union
membership about leaving CalPERS. This conflict holds the district at a standstill
regarding whether or not to leave the CalPERS system.
Finally, responses from question one, generated key issues in the administrators’
organizations. For example, officials from school districts revealed a lack of training.
Many of the administrators interviewed depend on outside sources to help implement this
component of the ACA mandate. Administrators said they sought assistance through
their local county office of education, brokers, webinars, and CalPERS.
Research Question 2: What types of administrative actions have the participant’s taken to
comply with the mandated §6055 and §6056 reporting to the IRS?
Internal Revenue Services tax codes §6055 and §6056 (Legal Information
Institute, 2015) requires large group employers to furnish tax forms (Form 1095-C) to
their employees. Form 1095-C is only issued to the employee and it is designed to
inform the employee what their employer will report to the IRS. In addition, insurance
carriers are required to provide tax forms (1095-B) to all subscribers and their dependents
reflecting enrollment and coverage. The data collected from these forms are provided to
the IRS and details employers’ offer and affordability of medical coverage. Employers
who fail to comply with reporting requirements, such as failure to file correct information
returns and failure to provide correct employee statements, will be subject to the general
reporting penalty provisions. According to the IRS, the penalty for failure to report is
$250 for each employee but cannot exceed $3,000,000 in a calendar year (IRS, 2016).
Responses to research question two contribute to the limited body of literature regarding
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IRS tax reporting for San Francisco Bay Area school districts that have contracted with
CalPERS for their health benefit programs.
The complexity of the reporting requirement - to furnish Form 1095-C to
employees and sending an electronic file to the IRS – yielded a great deal of confusion.
When asked about §6055 and §6056 compliance reporting, respondents from all six San
Francisco Bay Area school districts indicated that the school districts furnished the Form
1095-C and reported their ACA data to the IRS by the June 30, 2016 deadline. In
addition, insurance carriers will generate Form 1095-B to employees that outlines
coverage and dependent enrollment. Also, Form 1095-A is generated by Covered
California to employees to show health plan enrollment in the exchange.
The Bulldog School District (BSD) furnished Form 1095-C to their employees in
December 2015. Grace said BSD personnel received training from their local county
office of education to help her understand how to generate Form 1095-C to her
employees. Grace was able to pull employee information from their payroll system to
generate the Form 1095-C for the district.
Grace recalled comments she heard from personnel asking questions related to
why they received the forms, its intended purpose and what impact, if any, it would have
on their taxes. She believes no one understood the Form 1095-C and, as a result, believes
the data reported to the IRS will be inaccurate. Additionally, tax forms were used as a
reference to report to the IRS. Grace believes this is a flawed system and inaccurate. For
example, Grace is married and has two children yet her tax forms state that she is single
and claiming 0. Moreover, the tax forms includes money the district contributes towards
medical for bargaining units, which is reflected as added income on the returns. She is
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weary and unsure about receiving penalties from §6055 and §6056 reporting to the IRS as
a result of these potential inaccuracies.
Tiger School District’s (TSD) county office of education offers several webinars
focused on the Form 1095-C as well as provides a service where districts can input data
into a spreadsheet and send the completed document to the county. The county office
would then use that spreadsheet to fill in the fields on the Form 1095-C. The completed
forms would be printed and mailed to the district who would then distribute the forms to
their employees. To meet its requirements TSD began this reporting process at the start of
2016, an email was sent to all employees explaining the changes to the Affordable Care
Act (ACA) in general, including links to the IRS website, links to the marketplace
website, and links to healthcare.gov website and the employee could do a little bit of
research on their own. In addition, contained in the email was information about the
various tax forms they would receive, such as the 1095-A form which would come from
Covered California (or the Exchange), the 1095-B form which would come from the
insurance carrier or health plan the employee is currently enrolled in, and the Form 1095C which comes from the school district. The Form 1095-C reports what was offered to
the employee in relation to the minimal essential coverage guidelines. In March 2016,
immediately before the printed forms were mailed out employees, TSD sent a follow-up
email to employees and gave them a reminder that the Form 1095-C was coming in the
mail to them. The email had a list of guidelines that reminded employees as to the
informational nature of the form and that it is not required to be filed with their taxes.
Ava described the responses she received from employees, saying:
[Comments] were typically from people who didn't read the email clearly, and
said, ‘do I need to file this with my taxes?’ or, ‘I already filed my taxes in
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January, but you just sent me this form now, do I need to amend my taxes?’ I told
them, ‘No.’ I had one person – actually a couple that sent their information on
their form, on the Form 1095-C, was wrong, and so I had them come into the
office and show me their form, and then I flipped over the backside of the form
where it had the instructions about how to read the codes on the form, and once
the employees knew how to read it they understood that their interpretation had
been wrong, not the form.
The experience of TSD was a common theme. Ava revealed confusion by her
employees when they received the Form 109-C.
In the Panther School District (PSD), Erica said there were no systems in place to
implement §6055 and §6056 reporting to employees and the IRS. From a budget
perspective, Erica said she had to think critically about what this mandate meant for PSD
as she would oversee its roll out. Collaborating with Human Resources management
allowed them to develop a comprehensive perspective that included financial and benefit
considerations. However, the departments did not receive any formal training regarding
the Form 1095-C and they did not attend workshops. As a result, the two departments
worked in concert to read and brainstorm to understand the requirement. Erica said they
gathered as much information as they could to begin their implementation, much of
which felt was done by trial and error. To allay some of the confusion, Erica reported that
an email was sent out to all district employees in addition to a brief survey to keep track
and have proof that they offered all of their employees’ medical coverage. Though there
was some information accessible in their Human Resources Information System that
communicates with the Fiscal Department, PSD did not want to dig through their
employees’ files for further documentation. Erica shared her thoughts about the IRS
mandated reporting, observing: “We have no choice, it's compliance. Like everything
else, when the state mandates something it's a lot of learning and a lot of adjustments but
we still have to comply regardless.”
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The vendor at Bear School District (BSD) likewise provided the Escape
technology software for its payroll purposes, which came with a webinar that instructed
them on how to set things up to appropriately pull reports. Ophie indicates that BSD has
not yet submitted the electronic file to the IRS and was, at the time of the interviews,
trying to figure out how she will submit the report in the next two weeks. She expressed
her concern over the fact that she does not know how to navigate the IRS website, where
to report the data, and what data she should be uploaded to the IRS. Ophie stated:
I am completely dumbfounded by this. I have had absolutely no training. I was
once referenced to signing up for a training that's happening down somewhere on
the coast like that and Google brought nothing up. I tried to find that
independently, so now at this point my training has consisted of merely how to
set up our database via a webinar.
To date, BSD sent out Form 1095-C to employees by mail. Similar to the
experiences of study participants, Ophie said the Bear School District employees were
also confused about the Form 1095-C. According to Ophie, many employees were
wondering what the tax form was and why they received it in the mail.
The Lion School District (LSD) is the largest school district out of the six San
Francisco Bay Area represented by participants interviewed for this study. LSD required
the involvement of four different departments – Technology, Human Resources, Payroll
and Budget – to come together to meet the IRS reporting requirements. The Associate
Superintendent of LSD assigned Steve the responsibility to spearhead the ACA IRS
reporting for the district and provided him with the support of American Fidelity, a third
party administrator. Steve provided American Fidelity with monthly reports consisting
of employee work hours and demographic information of their workforce. American
Fidelity kept track of their measurement period or lookback period. The Form 1095-C
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was generated by the Technology Department. American Fidelity maintained and
compiled employee records for the Technology department to print out Form 1095-C. At
the end of fiscal year, American Fidelity generated the Form 1095-C and LSD sent them
to their employees via email. Prior to their mailing, Steve verified with American
Fidelity that the numbers reported and the Form 1095-C as a whole were accurate.
However, similar to the other school districts, many employees did not know what the
Form 1095-C was and the purpose of it.
To keep the WSD compliant for §6056 and §6055 reporting to the IRS, Madison
asked the Superintendent for help with the administration of the ACA. Madison sought
help because she only has two payroll accountants on staff and did not it was appropriate
to pass this new burden onto her staff. She asked the Superintendent to either hire a
Benefits Specialist or contract with a vendor to help the school district with compliance.
In response, WSD contracted with American Fidelity who is charging a $10,000
administration fee to help WSD remain compliant. Through a software program offered
through American Fidelity, the third party administrator will collect and summarize the
data provided by WSD and report to the IRS. Madison can follow up and verify with
American Fidelity to find out if they reported to the IRS. Summarizing her thoughts on
this process, Madison stated:
Well, I don't think our district did a good job in that. We simply just mailed them
out. And what happened was we received a handful of phone calls, and they were
mostly from some subs[titutes] who were asking why they got it, so, I think we
probably should have done a better job. They were mailed out by WorxTime, so
we didn't even mail them out from here. They took care of all of that.
Similar to the experiences of other districts, achieving ACA compliance is a complex
process with no obvious “home” and is instead passed around from office to office.
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Madison believes that compliance should be Human Resources responsibility whereas
Human Resources sees it as the responsibility of the Fiscal department. Her response to
this question also revealed that trust and collaboration between employees is difficult to
create in their organization.

Summary of Responses to Research Question 2
The administrators interviewed shared similar experiences. The six school
districts under study either already furnished the Form 1095-C or planned to furnish the
forms in time to meet the June 30, 2016 deadline to the IRS. Two of the six school
districts sought the services of a third party administrator to help keep them compliant
and meet appropriate deadlines. Finally, participants from all six school districts
experienced a great deal of confusion in regard to the purpose of the Form 1095-C.
Employees were confused as to why they were receiving the tax form and were not sure
what to do it with it once they received.
Research Question 3: What types of administrative measures have participants taken to
comply with the offer of affordability coverage to employees working a minimum of 30
hours per week?
Two potential penalties involved for large employers (over 50 employees) that
can potentially occur every calendar year due to IRS tax code §4980H (Legal Information
Institute, 2015). First, the ACA requires large employers to provide minimum essential
coverage. This means that minimum essential coverage requires that medical plans cover
at least 60 percent of medical service costs. For employers failing to offer minimum
essential coverage to 95 percent of their full time employees, employers are assessed a
$2,000 fee per employee.
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Second, employers must ensure medical plans are affordable to their employees.
According to the ACA, full-time employees – those working 30 hours or more – will not
pay more than 9.5 percent of their household income for medical coverage. If an
employee enrolls in Covered California, and qualifies for a tax credit based on their
household income, the employer will incur a penalty of $3,000 for that one enrolled
employee. What makes this ACA mandate difficult to manage for employers, is that
employers do not know their employees’ household income. Therefore, employers do
not know which of their employees’ will be eligible for a federal subsidy in Covered
California- essentially triggering penalties for their organization.
The Bulldog School District (BSD) has a payroll system through their county
office of education where BSD has the capacity to track employee benefits, such as when
an employee declines to enroll in medical benefit as well as the number of employees
working 30 hours or more. The county office of education increased their training efforts
in October 2015 to ensure BSD would have the access to the necessary data to calculate
their potential liabilities.
Some context is necessary to better understand what is driving the penalties BSD is
likely to incur. At one point in its history, BSD only offered four distinct plans provided
by PacifiCare and Kaiser. The medical plans offered small deductible plans, a $5 copay
plan, and a $20 copay plan. Grace suggests that those plans appeared to have provided
more stability and were preferred by employees. However, because medical plan rates
increased year after year, it was decided that the fringe benefit for medical would be
included in the salary schedule. Grace revealed their union teachers’ response, “Oh, were
not required to have medical, I don't have to take it. It's all in my salary.”
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According to Grace, bundling the medical benefit within teachers’ salary appeared
to be a good idea as this was something desired by teachers who had greater control over
opting in or out of medication coverage. The consequence of this change prompted the
two insurance carriers to require more teachers to enroll in medical coverage otherwise
the BSD would see an increase in medical rates. This prompted BSD switch to CalPERS,
which was initially well received by staff. Subsequent increases to CalPERS medical
rates led to the reconvening of the district’s benefit committee and the decision to pull out
of CalPERS. The move to leave CalPERS was led by teachers, and as a result, only 139
out of 500 teachers remain enrolled in a CalPERS medical plan.
Grace anticipates that the medical coverage (or lack thereof) of approximately
two hundred California School Employees Association (CSEA) members. These
members consist of gardeners, custodians, food service workers, office clerical, and
paraprofessionals which are the lower paid workers in their school district. These
members will lead to potential penalties for BSD. She believes these penalties will be
largely driven by their lowest paid, part time employees, many of whom are clerical staff.
When asked about the potential impact on BSD, specifically if these anticipated penalties
will lead to a reduction in staff, Grace replied:
[Administrators] were talking about that. Our CBO didn't want to go down that
road. Him and HR had this big long discussion. And I think a lot of employers
that are doing that are getting criticized for doing that. I don't think they want to
go that route.
Grace’s response to the question revealed that their lowest paid workers will
generate penalties for the school district.
All of the employee groups use a CalPERS Health Plan in the Tiger School
District (TSD). However, this is in direct conflict with CSEA union contracts as TSD
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contributions may not be sufficient to ensure CalPERS plans are affordable to
employees. According to TSD’s union contracts, the amount contributed to an
employee’s health plan will decrease if they go from full-time to part-time. The contract
specifies that staff working seven or more hours receive $750 contributed towards their
medical benefits. Those working six hours receive $550.60 per month and those who
work five hours receive $468.75. According to the IRS full-time equivalent is calculated
at 30 hours a week. According to Ava, this means that employees working six hours a
day are not getting a full-time medical contribution by the school district.
A classified employee that is six hours per day is considered a full-time
employee under ACA and is only receiving $562.50 because their contract still considers
the employee part-time and they are not getting the full medical contribution of $750 per
month from TSD. This will impact the organization because employees’ receiving less
contributions towards their medical and paying more out of their pocket every month for
health will appear that medical coverage is unaffordable for them. When you look at the
U.S. federal poverty level, and the cost of the health plan, ACA states the employee
should not pay anything above 9.5% of their annual household income. The school
district hit that federal mark making it unaffordable for employees based on the
employees’ annual salary. According to Ava, the districts contribution was short $100 to
making it affordable for those employees working six hours a day. According to Ava,
had the language in the union contract regarding district contribution had said, those that
worked five hours or more or those that meet the IRS's equivalent of full-time status will
receive the 100% of the employer contribution they would not have the penalty. Ava
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now needs to calculate potential liabilities for the district based on her findings. Ava’s
response to this regulation was,
We appropriately distributed a district contribution as the employer. The problem
is we did that based upon what's in the contract, which is what we should've
done, but it doesn't match as the IRS's rules. Our liability issue, where we're
going to find liability, is the employees that are 0.75[6 hours per day] but they're
under 1.0 [full-time equivalent].
What is particularly frustrating about Covered California is that Ava has
attempted to reach out to Covered California for information and did not have any luck
communicating with the government agency. As a result of poor communication and
not receiving information back from Covered California, Ava’s personal opinion is that
Covered California operates as a private company because they do not communicate
vital information back to the district, such as if affordable coverage was offered to their
employee. Ava’s described her experience with Covered California as follows:
We've never gotten a single form from Covered California. When [the mandate]
that started last year, last year was the first reporting year, I contacted Covered
California - every phone number I could find, their contact forms on their
websites, everything – I tried to give them our contact information and what
department to send the forms too in case they were to generate any. But they
never sent any. We can't reach out to them. It's only if they contact us and they've
never contacted us.
TSD’s Substitute Coordinator manages the substitutes employed and is
responsible for running a monthly report documenting their hours worked. She is to
notify Ava if any of these employees reaches the full-time equivalent for a given month.
The IRS gave employers several different measurement periods to track their employees’
hours worked per week and month. Of the options available, TSD chose the 12-month
calendar year measurement period for their employees and subsequently offer benefits to
those employees working 30 hours or more. As of today, no one among substitute
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employees has met the criteria as defined by the IRS. However, should someone meet
the definition of a full time employee, TSD is prepared to offer benefits but will not
make any contributions towards the benefits offered.
Ava has heard of other school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area that is
purposefully switching out substitutes limiting them to working under 30 hours per week
so they do not incur that liability. She said that it is not happening at TSD. Full time
employees will remain full time and their hours will not be reduced.
The Bear School District (BSD) offers medical benefits to anyone working part
time and above. Ophie is certain that the offer of coverage and affordability for
employees will not trigger any penalties. However, Ophie anticipates there will be
minimal penalties resulting from their employees seeking out Covered California for
their medical. She does send employees to Covered California if they do not feel
coverage in the school district is within their reach. The ACA requires employers to
issue a model notice to their employees giving employees additional medical options
through plans offered in Covered California. Because the focus of the ACA is on the
affordability employee-only coverage, family medical coverage which may not be
sufficiently affordable, does not incur penalties.
Ophie stated their database has the ability to track which employees are working
30 hours per week or more. Based on the available data, there were a couple of substitute
employees that qualified for the offer of coverage. However, employees do not typically
choose to enroll in the alternative because they will not get a district contribution per
union stipulation. Those are the only penalties she anticipates because she does offer
them medical coverage but it is not affordable coverage. In addition, because there are
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only a handful of substitute employees that reach the 30 hour per week threshold, it is
actually less expensive for the district to pay the penalty than to cover them. Ophie
states:
It is just more prudent for the district to deal with any potential penalties than it
would be to create a completely new contract via a union or via a board policy for
paying those contributions.
At Panther School District (PSD), Erica collaborated with a Human Resources
Manager to project the affordability of their CalPERS medical plans. As previously
stated, an employee should not have to pay more than 9.5% of their annual household
income for medical insurance. PSD factored employees’ annual salaries to the ACA 9.5
percent threshold to make it more affordable because employees cannot pay more than
9.5% of their household income for medical. They narrowed down the employees whose
salaries would hinder them from affording insurance and took the information to their
bargaining units. As a result of the information presented, they created the term “gap addon” which would bridge the gap between unaffordability to affordability. PSD sets aside
$200,000 for their employees to bridge the gap. For example, if an employee pays $5,100
annually out of pocket and exceeds the affordability cap by $100, PSD will contribute the
extra $100 to bridge the gap and make coverage affordable. Erica felt that this was a
creative solution to a major problem impacting their organization, thus lessening any
concern about the affordability of medical coverage at PSD. What is of concern is how
the district will track their hourly employees.
PSD chose the calendar year option to track their employee work hours. While
Erica is able to pull reports from their payroll database about employee hours, she is
uncertain about its accuracy. For example, she indicates the database revealed five
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substitute employees that met the definition of a full time employee according to ACA
guidelines. Erica believes this is a good estimate, but is aware that there could potentially
be others that may have sought out coverage from Covered California but has no way of
knowing for certain. Erica said she is concerned about being audited when she will be
required to prove that these employees did or did not meet the minimum 30-hour rule and
provide proof of the offer of coverage.
The Panther School District does not anticipate a reduction to the workforce.
Theoretically speaking, Erica believes by reducing its workforce will save the district
money, yet additional expenses will be incurred to fill the gaps resulting unfilled
positions. These expenses include having to hire additional employees and providing the
necessary training to step into the open positions.
Steve said LSD is keeping track and monitoring employees that may potentially
meet the 30-hour rule. Through their vendor American Fidelity was able to determine
who has worked 30 hours or more per week based on the measurement period they chose
for reporting purposes. When asked about the impact of these new guidelines, Steve
replied, “We're not anticipating any change because of the new law. As a matter of fact,
our employment has been growing. We have been hiring more and more people.”
However, Steve states there is no way for LSD to determine if employees are turning to
Covered California for medical insurance. Because of this unknown, Steve anticipates
LSD will incur penalties. He said:
We have been budgeting half a million dollars in our budget. That's our purely
estimated numbers. We have no basis for verifying that because it hasn't happened
yet, but we are just maintaining half a million dollars in our budget as a potential
penalty amount.
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American Fidelity’s calculations led LSD to estimate the amount of money needed to pay
the potential penalty. American Fidelity based their calculations on the type of workforce
in the school district, the amount of money the employee makes, and the demographics
LSD has in the city.
Madison does not believe Wolverine School District (WSD) does not offer
medical coverage to 95% of their employees and therefore not compliant with the law.
She is of the opinion that WSD should offer medical to everyone including substitutes
and temporary employees. Madison further stated that WSD should have a form to offer
medical coverage to their employees and have proof of employees opting out from
coverage that could be kept in their personnel files. She describes this as a potential
function of Human Resources as they hire the employees and are the first point of
contact. However, WSD is not doing this and are not keeping track of who is being
offered medical coverage. WSD’s lack of tracking poses significant problems should they
audited by the IRS as they will not have anything in the employees’ personnel file to
show the IRS proof of the offer of medical coverage.
Madison generates a report every month to track their substitute employees. She
sends the data to American Fidelity that shows a list of every hourly employee in the
district. If American Fidelity determines that an employee meets full time employment
under the ACA, American Fidelity will reach out to the WSD and inform them of the
employee that should be offered medical coverage. Presently, WSD has no information
about employees that may have turned to Covered California for coverage nor have they
set aside reserves for potential penalties.
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Summary of Responses to Research Question 3
Three reveal that three school districts anticipate penalties for this ACA mandate.
Because the Lion School District does not offer their employees medical benefits, they
have set aside half a million dollars in anticipation of potential penalties. The Wolverine
School District lack of tracking pf substitute staff work house likely means they are not in
compliance because they do not know if any of these staff are working a 30-hour work
week. Moreover, they are not tracking which employees have and have not been offered
coverage. While there is agreement among departments that this information should be
collected, there is disagreement as to which department is ultimately responsible for
doing so. The remaining school districts utilize software programs to generate reports
that track the hours of their day-to-day on call substitutes.
Attitudes and Perceptions of the Participants
The unstructured interviews allowed administrators to be candid about their
feelings and attitudes towards the ACA employer share mandates. Not all administrators
expressed their perceptions of the ACA employer shared mandate, however, the
researcher was able to document the thoughts of four educational leaders about the ACA
mandate. The four responses to the question generated mixed feelings.
Ava believes that the ACA mandates brought more responsibility to her
workload. She feels that she should be compensated at a higher rate due to the additional
administrative responsibilities the ACA brings to the organization. Ava said that she is
the only one responsible for the implementation of the ACA in her organization. She
feels that it is unfair to her because there are people in the organization that make a
higher wage than her and she feels that responsibility should have been given to them
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because of their higher wages. At the very least, she feels that the school district should
have adjusted her pay to accurately reflect all of the administrative duties the ACA brings
with it.
In addition, Ophie believes the ACA mandates are counterproductive to their
organization. The school districts offer rich benefits and make an employer contribution
towards those excellent benefits. The entire purpose of ACA to her understanding is to
offer employees good medical coverage. In her district, medical is affordable with the
district contribution. However, she believes it is unfair to penalize organizations for
offering medical and making contributions towards those medical plans.
Furthermore, Erica believes that the ACA is the law and they must comply. She
feels that they have no other choice but to follow the law. Erica said that now her
organization is waiting to hear back from the federal government to find out if their
organization incurred penalties and what the cost of those penalties mean to their
organization.
The last response came from Madison at WSD. She said, "Why is it that
employees feel that employers have to pay for their healthcare insurance?" The reason
why she posed this question is because there are other insurances that are mandated by
law and employers do not pay for those other mandated insurances. As an example,
Madison used her California car insurance monthly payment. She said that in order for
her drive her car in California, she is required to have car insurance. In addition,
Madison does not expect her employer to pay for her car insurance. She understands that
it is her responsibility to pay for her monthly car insurance. Also, Madison had
conversations with other school administrators about ACA and she feels as though it has
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become ingrained in us and we are socialized to think that our employer must pay for our
medical insurance. She states,
It's like a catch-22 that the wages are less because they [employers] have to pay
for healthcare, and if they [employers] didn't pay for healthcare, they could
increase the wages, but then the burden's going be on the employee to pay for
their own healthcare. I don't know, I think the answer is that it's just so expensive
now. It's just crazy.
Madison’s response reveals the responsibility should not be the employer but the
employees themselves.
The four administrator’s comments reveal mixed emotions about the ACA
employer shared mandates. Erica believes they do not have a choice and they must be
compliant because it is the law. Other school districts do not understand why employers
and employees are being penalized for having great medical plans. Other response from
Madison at WSD does not believe that it should be the employers responsibility to
provide medical insurance. Madison believes that medical insurance should be like car
insurance. Car insurance is mandatory, however, the employer is not expected to pay for
it.
Significant Findings from the Study
Research Question 1: To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans impact on the
participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
Responses from the first question revealed additional administrative costs for
employers. In addition, the responses from administrators disclosed additional costs for
their employees’ too. Furthermore, administrators divulged in their conversations with
union leaders about potentially leaving the CalPERS agency. Finally, officials from
school districts told the researcher about limited training and knowledge of this
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component of the ACA mandate.
Research Question 2: What types of administrative actions have the participant’s taken to
comply with the mandated 6055 and 6056 reporting to the IRS?
Responses from the second question generated a unanimous issue surrounding
Form 1095-C. All administrators reported confusion from their employees’ regarding
Form 1095-C. In addition, all administrators described that communication between the
school district and their employees’ was an issue. Finally, the second question revealed
additional administrative costs for school districts to maintain compliance with this
component of the ACA mandate.
Research Question 3: What types of administrative measures has the participants taken to
comply with the offer of affordability coverage to employees working a minimum of 30
hours per week?
Responses from question three also yielded additional administrative costs for
school districts. In addition, administrators disclosed negative working environments
hindered the implementation process for this component of the ACA. Collaboration and
trust between district departments were difficult to build within some of the
organizations.
Summary of the Chapter
This chapter documented how six school districts in the San Francisco Bay Area
that offer high cost medical plans through CalPERS were responding to mandates in the
ACA. The chapter explored the potential impact of the 2020 Cadillac Tax, documented
administrative action taken to comply with the mandated §6055 and §6056 reporting to
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the IRS, and described administrative measures taken to offer affordable coverage to
employees working a minimum of 30 hours per week.
One of the most significant findings of this study was the discovery that three
school districts will pass the 40% tax on to their employees. The Tiger, Lion, Wolverine,
and Bear School Districts do not anticipate paying the excise 40% tax on the high cost
CalPERS medical plans. In addition, the Bulldog, Tiger, and Wolverine School Districts
have all discussed the option of leaving CalPERS. Three school districts – Bear, Tiger
and Panther – have no plans to leave CalPERS and are not making any administrative
changes in anticipation of the 2020 Cadillac Tax. The Bear School District is a unique
case as they are new to CalPERS and are not considering making a move or concerned
with being taxed for high cost plans.
The study investigated the types of administrative actions school districts have
taken to comply with the mandated §6055 and §6056 reporting to the IRS. The study
found that all six school districts furnished the Form 1095-C to their employees, and in
doing so, caused a great deal of confusion among their staff. Employees across all school
districts did not know what the Form 1095-C was or what they should do with the tax
forms. Participants from each school districts indicated they submitted the required data
to the IRS electronically. In addition, all of the school districts used some type of outside
source to furnish the Form 1095-C and report electronically to the IRS.
The study examined the administrative measures taken to offer affordable medical
coverage to employees working a minimum of 30 hours per week as required by law. All
school districts have measures in place to track their hourly employees. Five of the six
school districts anticipate penalties from the IRS and two school districts are not keeping
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track of who they offer coverage to and if it is affordable. The Bulldog School District
and Wolverine School District do not believe they are compliant in terms of offering
affordable coverage to 95 percent of their full time employees. The Tiger School District
does not offer affordable coverage to their lower wage classified full time employees.
Only the Bear School District and the Panther School District offer affordable coverage
to their full time employees.
Finally, four school district administrators shared their attitudes and perceptions
of the ACA. The responses from the administrators generated mixed emotions. All four
of them had different attitudes towards the ACA employer share mandate. The next
chapter of this study will focus on discussion, conclusion, future research, and
implication of the findings.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Findings
This study examined the ways in which school systems in the San Francisco Bay
Area have and/or are meeting the requirements of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and the
impact the administrative actions taken are having on personnel. This study addressed the
followed research questions:
1. To what extent are CalPERS medical plans having an impact on the participant’s
school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
2. What types of administrative actions have participant’s taken to comply with the
mandated 6055 and 6056 reporting to the IRS?
3. What types of administrative measures have participants taken to comply with the
offer of coverage to employees working a minimum of 30 hours per week?
To investigate these questions, the researcher conducted qualitative research study at six
K-12 school districts located in the San Francisco Bay Area. Study participants
interviewed were identified based on their department’s handling of ACA mandates. Of
the participants interviewed, many were housed within the Human Resources or Fiscal
Departments at their school districts. In addition to the above criteria, participating school
districts were selected based on their agreements CalPERS for their medical plans.
Semi-structured interviews guided participants’ discussions focused on their
experiences with the ACA. Participants’ found the ACA to be a convoluted policy whose
administration led to a great deal of confusion among districts (Chen, 2014). While
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districts are moving forward with implementation, participants questioned the veracity of
the data reported to the IRS as mandated. In part, this may be due to the varying degrees
of training received to implement the new requirements.
Several participants anticipated their school districts to be penalized for the high
cost medical plans through CalPERS. Communication between agencies, including the
IRS and Covered California, was reported to be difficult for school districts. School
districts are finding it difficult to navigate the IRS website and communicate with a live
person over the phone. In addition, assigning responsibility and collaboration across
departments was challenging for participants as several indicated an unwillingness to
accept responsibility for the the changes to be implemented. A critical provision of the
new law is an organization’s responsibility to offer medical to employees working 30
hours or more. Tracking employee work hours to ensure compliance led several school
districts to pay for third party administrators to support these efforts. Moreover, several
other districts set money aside to pay for potential penalties that may emerge from the 30hour rule. Finally, three of the six school districts will pass on the 40 percent Cadillac
Tax to their employees.
In this chapter, the researcher discusses the findings from the study, delineating
the attitudes and perceptions of educational leaders in regard to the implementation of
key mandates of the new health care law. Additional discussion will focus on the
direction of future research, conclusions, and recommendations to the profession.
Discussion
Participants reveal the unintended consequences of the Affordable Care Act on
San Francisco Bay Area school districts, especially those that contract with CalPERS and
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offer expensive medical plans to their employees. The ACA federal employer shared
mandate prescribes a “one-size fits all” for large employers in the United States, which
lacks a more nuanced approach to the different classifications of employees in a K-12
school district. The 2020 Cadillac Tax, for example, a key provision of the ACA, imposes
additional administrative burdens on employers and employees, without providing any
context-appropriate guidance. The expensive plans currently offered to employees
through CalPERS will automatically trigger the 40 percent excise tax on all six school
districts in the study. According to participants, the Lion, Tiger and Wolverine School
Districts will pass the 40 percent tax over to their employees. In doing so, school districts
are being penalized for having excellent, though costly, medical plans and in turn they are
passing those penalties to their employees’. The Bulldog School District anticipates they
have to assume additional expenditures because their employee contracts stipulate
mandatory participation in their medical plans and their lower wage workers will likely
trigger the Cadillac Tax.
Employee training has played a significant role in the successful implementation
of the ACA 2020 Cadillac Tax. Study findings suggest that school district leadership
were demonstrated varying degrees of readiness for implementation of the Cadillac Tax
which has compromised its success (Weiner, 2009; Weiner et al, 2008). Ophie’s
experience at Bear School District describes a level of stagnation amongst her colleagues
who cannot move beyond the point of discussion. Erica said that it was not on her radar,
and while she recognizes the likely impact on had on Panther’s district budget, she had
not yet budgeted for potential administrative costs and penalties. Similar to Panther
School District, Ava at the Tiger School District reveals they have not received any
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training about the 2020 Cadillac Tax, but do anticipate additional administrative costs
that they intend to pass on to their employees.
District leadership at Bulldog and Wolverine school districts has initiated
discussions with union leadership with the proposal to abandon the high cost plans
available through CalPERS to avoid penalties. However, two of the six districts – Tiger
and Bear – fairly new to the CalPERS agency and do not anticipate leaving.
Demands placed on organizations by Internal Revenue Services tax codes §6055
and §6056 required departments within the school districts under study to collaborate if
they were to effectively implement at their sites. The Lion School District initiated a
large group effort that included their Technology, Human Resources, Payroll and Budget
Departments, where they were able to successfully collaborate as a team (Weiner, 2009;
Weiner et al, 2008). Other school districts did not have the same level of success with
some participants reporting a lack of communication and the inability to successfully
work together (Weiner, 2009; Weiner et al, 2008). Last, uncertainty or an unwillingness
to assume responsibility for these new reporting demands was an area of contention in
some participating school districts, such as supply the data to the IRS who would furnish
the 1095-C Tax Forms to employees’ in a timely manner (Wilhelm, 2013).
The added expenses to meet these new demands further complicated the inner
workings of the districts. The Lion School District used a third party administrator to help
with §6055 and §6056 compliance reporting and the Wolverine School District paid
$10,000 to hire American Fidelity to help furnish the 1095-C Tax Forms to employees
and electronically report the data to the IRS. Madison from the Wolverine School District
suggests the information given to the IRS will be incorrect because the 1095-C tax form
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only reports on employee only coverage and may not match their W2 tax form if the
employee actually has dependents enrolled in a medical plan. The federal mandate does
not take into consideration the unique classifications of employees and their bargaining
agreement with the school district. According to the available research (Weiner 2009;
Weiner et al, 2008) and substantiated by this study, the mandate is poorly designed in
regard to the context of school districts because school districts have the option to comply
and potentially avoid penalties or not comply and pay penalties. As one participant
relayed, it would be cheaper to pay the one-time penalty on an employee versus paying
their monthly medical premium every year.
In addition, the school districts under study report challenges to communicating
with the IRS (Wilhelm, 2013). Participants described their varying attempts to reach out
to the IRS for clarification but with little success as they seem unable to get information
materials or proper guidance from the IRS to implement the required changes in their
organizations (Wilhelm, 2013). Additional communication challenges were experienced
with employees with many study participants reporting that district offices often received
phone calls from their employees’ expressing confusion about the 1095-C tax form.
Though many of the districts communicated via email, inter-district mail, and home mail,
confusion remained and the districts had to field calls countless calls from staff. Madison
from the Wolverine School District admitted they did a poor job communicating to their
employees because no information was sent out to their employees in advance of receipt
of the 1095-C tax form.
Although many of the school districts in this study offer medical coverage to
more than 95 percent of their workforce, the school districts’ contributions are not
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enough to consider the premiums affordable for their employees. As participants shared,
some of the school districts set aside additional monies for potential penalties while
others still need to determine their liability. Panther School District was unique among
the school district studied given that they spent an additional $200,000 to bridge the gap
between district contributions and employees’ monthly premiums to ensure affordability.
Covered California plays a significant role for each of the school districts.
Employees may opt in to enroll in the exchange because the cost of medical can be
significantly less for them and employees may be able to qualify for a subsidy based on
their household income. This is where additional penalties will come from should
employees enroll in the exchange and if they are eligible for a subsidy to reduce their
monthly premium. Communication from Covered California is lacking and they offer
little direction to San Francisco Bay Area school districts on how to implement the
required ACA changes (Chen, 2014; Wilhelm, 2013). It would be helpful for school
districts to know who is enrolling in Covered California and who is eligible for subsidies.
If Covered California was able to communicate this information to school districts,
school districts would have a better idea of what their liabilities will be from the IRS.
However, participants stated they have no way of knowing how many district employees
have enrolled in Covered California and how many of them qualified for a subsidy
thereby triggering potential penalties for the district because penalties can be activated
when an employee enrolls in Covered California and qualifies for a federal subsidy. The
Lion School District set aside an additional $500,000 annually to combat the estimated
potential penalties they are likely receive from their employees’ enrolling in Covered
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California. Other school districts have not calculated their liability, however, they do
anticipate penalties from Covered California employee enrollment.
Attitudes and Perceptions
Over the course of the interviews, study participants expressed differing
perspectives about the new mandates ushered in by the ACA. Ava knew the Cadillac Tax
had to do with something being expensive but was quite sure what it was when she
initially heard about the new tax. Ophie understood that the whole point of the Affordable
Care Act was to offer Americans better health benefits that cover more services.
However, because her school district offers “rich benefits” they will be penalized because
their plans are “too good” and “too expensive.” This, in her opinion, defeats the whole
purpose of offering great plans to their employees. Furthermore, Erica believes that it is
the law and because it is a federal mandate their school district they have no choice but to
comply with the law. Madison expressed the belief that employers should be responsible
for employees medical benefits. She shared the following analogy: employers do not pay
for car insurance and yet it is a mandatory insurance that Americans must have in order to
drive a car. Madison believes the same is true for medical insurance. Madison stated,
Why is it that employees feel that employers have to pay for their healthcare
insurance? I don't ask them to pay for my car insurance or my home-owners
insurance or any insurance. So why is it that there's this burden on employers that
have to pay healthcare coverage for everyone?
Madison raised an interesting point regarding the employer share responsibility of the
ACA mandate.
Conclusions
This study was designed to better understand how school districts in the San
Francisco Bay Area, that offer high cost medical plans through CalPERS, were
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responding to new mandates in the Affordable Care Act (ACA). A semi-structured
interview guide was created and used to examine the readiness of district leaders to
implement the changes within their organizations. As revealed in the study, the
implementation of ACA mandates led to the following results:


The imposition of additional expenditures for employers and employees



Inconsistent training opportunities for administrators



Confusion surrounding IRS electronic data reporting, the tracking of offers of
medical coverage to 95 percent of the workforce, and the furnishing of 1095-C tax
forms to employees



the ACA is causing school districts to have accountability issues to implement the
changes



There is a lack of communication from the IRS and Covered California

Administrators expressed mixed feelings in regard to the impact of the ACA on their
organizations. It is evident that the ACA imposes additional expenditures on San
Francisco Bay Area School Districts. Also, the ACA mandate imposes additional
expenses on employees themselves. In addition to additional expenses, many school
districts are having accountability issues regarding the implementation of the mandated
changes.
Recommendations for Future Research
The findings from this research make clear that further investigation is needed to
answer the many unanswered questions that remain about the new law and its impact on
school districts across the country broadly as well as to continue the research begun in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Future research should examine the impact of ACA on the
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educational system in the United States. As stated in earlier chapters, the funds to pay for
potential penalties will come form the general educational budget which is what pays for
certificated and classified salaries. It is still unclear if there will be a large impact on
educational employment in the U.S. and if the mandates will impact student resources.
The areas that should be examined further are the (a) 2020 Cadillac Tax, (b) §6055 and
§6056 (c) tax code §4980H, (d) accountability, (e) training of employees and, (f)
communication and penalties from IRS and Covered California.
On November 8, 2016, Donald Trump was elected President of the United States
of America. Future research should examine President elect Donald Trump’s attempt to
repeal ACA. Donald Trump has made it clear to the American people that he would
repeal all of ACA on his first day as President of the United States.
Further research should examine roles and responsibilities of school district
departments to implement ACA mandates to better understand why leadership were
unwilling to be accountable for the new requirements. Erica made it clear that the
responsibility was forced on her because her boss “washed his hands” of ACA
compliance. For Madison, leadership at Human Resources Department did not want to
the responsibility and therefore passed it over to her in the Fiscal Department. Madison,
who has a small department, reached out to the Superintendent and asked for additional
funding to hire a third party administrator to help keep the district compliant with the IRS
and limit the burden on her department. The Superintendent’s agreement to pay for a
third party administrator led to additional, perhaps unexpected, expenditures for the
Wolverine School District. The circumstances surrounding this decision raise additional
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questions about coordination and collaboration: Would have collaboration between the
two departments prevented additional expenditures for the Wolverine School District.
Future studies should broaden and explore the impact of the 40 percent Cadillac
Tax imposed on large employers. Following up with San Francisco Bay Area school
districts would be important to find out their exposure from ACA penalties and other
large employers across the country. Additional taxes being deducted from employee
paychecks would require unions leaders and educational leaders to have dialogue about
the upcoming 40 percent tax being passed to employees’. This finding is significant
because employees that are not protected by unions, may not be protected from an
employer passing the 40% tax to them. As Grace mentioned from the Bulldog School
District, “once it is put in the union contracts, it will be difficult to take away.” That is,
should the school district pay for the excise tax on the high cost CalPERS medical plans
for employees’ it will be difficult to remove it from the contracts.
Tax code §4980H imposes additional penalties to school districts whose
employees enroll in Covered California and receive the federal subsidy. As revealed by
study participants, school districts have no way of knowing how many of their employees
will trigger penalties. The relationship between state agencies and school districts needs
additional investigation. It is evident that the IRS and Covered California do not provide
guidance to educational institutions on how to navigate the convoluted mandates (Chen,
2014; Wilhelm, 2013). How these federal agencies communicate the requirements, the
penalties and what process school districts need to follow to address those penalties are
important areas of study.
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The IRS offers little guidance regarding §6055 and §6056 tax codes (Wilhelm,
2013). District leaders responsible for electronically submitting data believe the
information submitted is likely incorrect given that IRS guidelines assume all employees
are the same. School districts have different classifications of employees and the tax
forms do not allow for adjustments that account for the unique classifications of
employees. Administrators may have an easier time reporting to the IRS on behalf of
their employees should the tax form allow for modifications to match their classification
of employees.
Finally, this study captured four educational leaders’ feelings towards the impact
of ACA on their organization. More research needs to examine the attitudes, feelings, and
perceptions of the ACA and its impact on large employers in the United States. All large
group employers are not exempt from the ACA mandate’s, therefore it is important to
study the impact of ACA on large employers in the U.S. as a whole.
Recommendations to the Profession
Mandates from the Affordable Care Act (ACA) have had unintended
consequences on the six San Francisco Bay Area school districts under study. For
administrators working in a public school setting, the ACA mandates are confusing and
difficult to administer. Because school districts have different classification of
employees, from teachers and paraprofessionals to food service workers and maintenance
crews, the different union contracts and negotiated items for each classification of
employee will look differently. Each union employee has a different salary schedule,
work hours, and calendar year schedules. And because they make different contributions
towards medical in a high cost CalPERS plan, school districts will be penalized because
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contributions will be prorated for someone working less than full time and will not
receive the full amount by the district. Participants relayed how school districts will pass
the 2020 Cadillac Tax to their employees, which has caused tension between unions and
administrators.
Additional training for school district administrators to implement ACA in their
organizations is necessary and more defined departmental roles are equally important.
Some school districts revealed their departments did not have clear defined roles about
who was responsible for the implementation of ACA in their organization.
Furthermore, employers should take the following steps when implementing ACA
in their organization. To help clear up employee confusion, communication with
employees should be open and clear. District wide memos and emails should explain
ACA reporting to employees with employer contact information for follow up questions.
It should be noted that some school districts did not communicate effectively with their
employees about the ACA.
In addition, school district administrators should allow ample time to report in a
timely manner. Organization is also important to implement ACA. Administrators must
be organized and allow time for themselves when ordering tax forms, registering with the
IRS electronic database, generating ACA data, tracking hourly employees, tracking offer
of coverage forms, and determining their liabilities.
Concluding Thoughts
Finally, the researcher came into this study biased and understands the impact
high cost plans through CalPERS are having on his organization at a local San Francisco
Bay Area school district. Because the researcher is highly involved with staffing and
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budgeting at a local San Francisco Bay Area school district, he is responsible in
projecting ACA liabilities in the school district. The researcher works closely with the
executive cabinet to determine how much the district should have in reserves to combat
potential ACA penalties. The researcher was responsible for a Workforce Analysis
Strategic Planning report in his school district, which saved the school district $30,000 in
additional expenditures from hiring a third party administrator to conduct the report. The
researcher determined that $350,000 was an appropriate dollar amount for the district to
hold in reserve for additional liabilities. The researcher was fortunate that he was able to
successfully collaborate with the Fiscal Department to help with IRS electronic reporting
and the distribution of the 1095-C tax forms to employees district wide. The researcher
shares similar experiences with study participants in that IRS electronic reporting was
complex and required the additional assistance of IT staff to help me navigate the online
IRS reporting database. Moreover, once the reporting was completed, the IRS database is
sensitive and tends to reject employee information. The reason for this is because school
district employers must report on their employees and match what the IRS has in their
database when employees file their tax returns. An information mismatch will result in
submitted reports to be rejected and the administrator is responsible for correcting
unknown errors with no guidance.
In addition, the researcher is often the first point of contact to discuss salary and
benefits with new hires and job seekers. After discussing salary and CalPERS medical
plans with new hires and job seekers, the researcher knows that it is difficult to recruit,
hire, and retain employees due to lower salary schedule and lower employer contributions
towards benefits. Many existing and potential employees leave the researcher’s school
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district and find positions in other local San Francisco Bay Area school districts with
higher compensation and higher contributions towards medical benefits. A teacher calling
to inquire, “Who will pay for the 40 percent excise tax?” exemplifies the researcher’s
experience with new hires reconsidering their positions after learning of the proposed
benefits offered by the school district. The resulting conversation, in which the researcher
explained that the district need to speak with union representatives about the penalty,
prompted the teacher to reply, “There will be a riot should teachers pay for the 40 percent
excise tax” on their CalPERS medical plans.
The researcher has been following the ACA since its inception. The ACA has
changed over the last six years with many moving parts to it. So much so, that with the
recent election of Donald Trump as President in the United States, he will attempt to
repeal ACA altogether. He has voiced his opinion on national debates and social media
that he will dismantle ACA. His thoughts about ACA can be found on his personal
website at www.donaldjtrump.com. It will be interesting to follow Trump after
inauguration day to determine what he will do to ACA.
Given these experiences, it is the hope of the researcher that this study can
increase awareness among policy makers and educational leaders about the unintended
consequences the Affordable Care Act is having on educational institutions.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Prior to beginning the semi-structured interviews with participants to investigate
the research questions, each participant will be asked to share their current role within
their organization.
Introduction: Please provide information about your current role within the organization.
Research Question 1: To what extent, are CalPERS medical plans impact on
the participant’s school district in regards to the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.1. Do you feel the 40% tax (Cadillac Tax) on high cost plans offered through CalPERS
will have an impact on the school district?
1.1. a. If so, please describe the ways it will impact the school district?
1.1. b. If not, please describe why it will not impact the school district?
1.2. What steps has the school district taken to prepare for the upcoming provision of the
2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.3. Does your school district anticipate to stay contracted with CalPERS?
1.3. a. If so, why?
1.3. b. If not, why?
1.4. How do you feel about the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.5. When did you first become familiar with the 2020 Cadillac Tax?
1.6. What types of training have you received to implement the 2020 Cadillac Tax for
your school district?
1.7. How do union leaders perceive the 40% Cadillac Tax in your school district?
Research Question 2: What types of administrative action has the participant’s taken to
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comply with the mandated 6055 and 6056 reporting to the IRS?
2.1 What types of training have you received for 6055 and 6056 reporting to furnish the
1095-C Forms to employees and file an electronic transmittal to the IRS?
2.2. How was the 1095-C Form communicated to employees in your school district?
2.3. What types of responses did you hear back from employees when they received their
1095-C Forms?
2.4 Are IRS mandated reporting penalties a concern for the school district?
2.4. a. If so, please describe why the penalties are a concern for the school
district?
2.4. b. If not, please describe why the penalties are not a concern for the school
district?
2.5. How do you feel towards the 6055 and 6056 mandated reporting to the IRS?
Research Question 3: What types of administrative measures has the participant’s taken
to comply with the offer of affordability coverage to employees working a minimum of
30 hours per week?
3.1. Does the school district have employees enrolled in Covered California?
3.1. a. If so, about how many?
3.1. b. If not, why not?
3.2. If employees are enrolled in Covered California, has the school district conducted a
workforce impact analysis to determine the potential penalties it will receive from their
employees receiving federal subsidies?
3.3. How is the school district verifying affordability for employees’ health care
coverage?
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3.4. What measures has the school district taken to determine if substitutes and part time
employees are working a minimum of 30 hours per week?
3.5. Does the school district anticipate a reduction in the workforce or limitations to
hours worked per week for employees due to the minimum 30 hour rule?
3.5. a. If so, please describe the ways in which the minimum 30 hour rule will
impact your workforce?
3.5. b. If not, please describe the ways in which the minimum 30 hour rule will
not have an impact on your workforce?
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CALPERS BAY AREA REGION MEDICAL RATES
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ANTHEM BLUE CROSS SELECT HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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APPENDIX E
ANTHEM BLUE CROSS TRADITIONAL HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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BLUE SHIELD ACCESS + HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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HEALTH NET HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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KAISER HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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APPENDIX I
ANTHEM BLUE CROSS PERSCARE PPO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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APPENDIX J
ANTHEM BLUE CROSS PERS CHOICE PPO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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ANTHEM BLUE CROSS PERS SELECT PPO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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UNITED HEALTHCARE HMO BENEFIT SUMMARY
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